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ABSTRACT OF DISSER'I'A'riON 
~!_OBLE_~.: Educators who plan the child 1 s sequence of 
learning experiences in mathematics must know how the 
child's logical development compares to his ability to 
dd mathematical operations. 
"---
PURPOSr·:: 'l'his investigation was· conducted i:o explore the 
comoarTson between first. second.' and ·third. a,"*r'""'.a""'c""'"1e"".__..,c<.±l_,_,n"'""· .. "l~·-----------­
dren' s abilit.y to su!.Ytra~t and tl1eir abili:i:y ··to think 
logically as measured by conservation of numerical quan-
tities, seriation, and quantitative class inclusion tasks. 
PROCEDURES: A g-roup of ninety public sehool children wer..·e 
randornly-fJ.elect:ed on the basis of a computa-t::ioll test of 
subtraction. After the children were selected, they were 
given a. subtraction test based on t:he use of manipulative 
materials. Depending on the difficulty levels of the 
tests passed, children were given one or more of the 
followin\i Piagetian t:asks: conservation of mJ.meric<·:l.J. 
quantities, seriation, quantitative class inclusion.. A 
chi-square test of significance was used to test differences 
between children's £J2S::Eat;).:;ye and fig_~f_a·tL~ knoT.Nledge of 
subtraction and their ability to do the logical thi~cing 
tasks. 
:f.I~}?J_~:cs_: Children's ~1~e~.~!.).ve_ and .0:..SL~~~!.J..:..~~ kno\vledge of 
the subtraction facts one through nine was not significantly 
affected by the prr~sence or ab.sence of the ability ·to 
conserve nu.me:ci.cal quantit::Les. The ability to do the 
sutYtraction facts ·ten through eighteen either on an opera.-
!_~y~ or a !.:2:.~!::..~~-=~~. level of understanding was no·t --·-·-
signifiC<-ilYtly affect:ed by the presence or absence of con-· 
.servation of nume.cl.cal quantities or seriation abilities. 
Con.ser.·vat.:i..on of nurnerical quant:i.ties wc:.s found to be a 
hiqhly s:Lqni:Cicant factor for children viho had an 9..P~E0.!:.~2~. 
understanding of subtraction of-two- and three-digit 
numbe:cs above twenty that do not rt-:;quire re~")Touping, I-IovJ·-
ever, an 9J?..~~E~J:.y_~. or a .f.~~I:~~.E~:~:..~~-:_~- knowledge of subtraction 
at this level is not significantly affected by abilities to 
do problems of seriation or quantitative claDs indlusion. 
CONCLUSIONS: 'l'he results of this investigation .sugges·t 
tE3t···-cTl":CIC.h::en can acquire J ea:cned. pa·t.terns of thought 
which allow them to channel theiJ:- thinking in .such a way 
as to avoid the use of some of the logical abilities 
tested. Children are able to substitute previousl.y learned 
methods of solution or use learned techniques of counting 
to solve the subtraction facts one through eighteen. If 
children have an _9~_£at:_:Lv~ knowledge of sub-traction using 
two- and three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping, they must have established the 
ability to conserve numc~rical quantities. I3aBed on ·the 
results of this study it appears that the logical 
abilities of seriation and quantitative class inclusion 
are not necessary in solving subtraction problems both on 
the .9J?..e~2,_tiy:_~ and f:b_gyr:_~tive level \vith ·two--- and three--
digit numbers above twenty that do not require regrouping. 
RECONi'vlENDA'I'IONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: 'rh.ree further 
inve-stTga·tTori'i.~-are-reccirr;mended:-<TT Initiate a similar 
l------_...i .. n"""...,v'""'e""'" .. f'-'-',i'""--: ..h:·Lga±_.La.n_:w.:Lth_additiOR.__(2j_D~e_t_ex:nLLn~c:l_tJle~cmnf.laJ_j~t:'""Ol'c-L1 _____ __:_ _ _ 
between subtraction problems not studied in this investi--
gation and logical development. (3) Find the logical 
development necessary to understand place value. 
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IN'I'RODUCTION TO 'I'HE S'l'UDY 
The implications of Piaget's theories for 
mat:hem<:t>cics educa·tion have not; yet been realized. 
"----'----
Si.:udies by compe·tent researchers involvingL....::A:.::. m:.:.:·:..::e:..=r:..::=-Lc:::..::.:a..::c:n:......_ ______ ~---
children are badly needed. New curricular materials 
based on sound psychological evidence should be 
written. And, in teacher education, more work 
involving Piaget's theories and their implications 
would serve as landmarks ±n improving insi:ruct:ion 
in the elementary school. 
Three difficulties occur when Piagetian theories are 
applied to the educational curriculum. 2 First, it is not 
clear how much knowledge a child must acquire through 
11 rote 11 learning before he can think constructively about 
number rela·tions and cl2.ssificat ions. Second, Piaget 1 s 
methods are best suited for a one-to-one teacher-student 
rela·tionship~ in 1\merican schools this type of relationship 
is rare. Third, the connection between language and the 
acquisition of knowledge is poorly understood • 
. , 
J.P-l•l I)c·,ce···l'' ., ·)onl 11 In'plJ' ca•··1· ons of PJ' ~geJ .. .cor d ...... '· '"- 1 u.~ c , 1,. . . • l... . . • . .a. l. .L • 
1'1athematicr:; Curriculum," Improvinq Mathematics Education 
f 0 r E 1 em ent a ry .s ch 0 0 l 'I' ea (-?f!er s :-::a: ... ·· con fe-r enc -e--Re porT:----·--·· 
ifdTt: ed ·-j:;y--~~-=-ii.oEert-·fi oust on---n~fich ig·an s t a ·t e Un i ve:r sit y , 
1967) 1 sponsored by the Science and Mathematics Teaching 
Cen·t:er and the Nat; iona.l Science Foundation 1 p. 49. 
2I·[ B . 1 . II 'l'l T ' . d A . . ~ . c: ~ariy ~el. 1n, _ 1e ra1n1ng an. cqu1s1clon or 
Logical Operations f" ~~-L~q~·t~;L~!.~ .~oq~it~y~_···fley_elop_~ei2_~. 
!~ e :'?_'::~\J.::.<:::.t~. ~~S! !i~~!:l~~!T·"'.~] . .£<il. ~.~~.:?.~~~~L~E (VI ash in gt on 1 D • C • : 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc., 1971) 1 
pp. 115--116, 
1 
Recent trends in American education towards 
individualized instruction should provide an avenue through 
which ·teachers can use small group techniques which make 
use of some of Piaget•s methods. The role of "rote" memory 
and language in the acquisition of knowledge may be clouded 
for some time to come until further redearch can be 
completed. 
important question that has a direct bearing on the impli-
cations that can be drawn from Piaget's theory. Bruner, 
in his book 'I' he Process of ~duca!-iol!,, indicated tha.t he 
--- ~-----
could teach anything in an int.ellectually honest way to 
child at if he did in the c_orrect 3 any any age so manner. 
Piaget does not agree with Bruner on this point. In a 
recent speech at a New York university in March of 1967, 
P iag·et s·t:ated: 
A few years ago Bruner made a claim which has 
always astounded me; namely that you can teach anything 
in an intellectually honest way to any child at any 
age if you go about it in the right way. W~ll, I 
don't know if he still believes that ••• it•s 
probably possible to accelerate but maximum acceler-
ation is not desirable. There seems ·to :be an op-t:Lmum 
time, W~at.t~is optimum time is ~iJ.l sureiy ~epend 
on each 1nd1v1dual and on the subJect matter.-
") 
~Jerome s. Bruner, The Process of Education, 
Vinta<_:Je Books (New York: AT:fce·cr-A.-;:-- Knopf, ··rnE=-ar;cr Random 
House, Inc., 1960), p. 33. 
4. . . . . . P.rank .Jenn1ngs, "Jean PJ_aget, Notes on Learn~.ng·, 11 
Sa.:!::,~E1a"'Z ~~~i.E.~W, Hay 20, 1967, p. 82. 
2 
[i ___ _ 
3 
Engelmann5 claimed that Piagetian logical develop-
mental tasks could be taughi to young children without 
taking into account the natural developmental ~equence 
b __ _ 
that Piaget described. Engelmann taught seven kindergarten 
children, without manipulative materials, verbal rules 
that could be applied to problems of logical structure of 
conservation and specific gravity. These children were 
able to correc·tl v ans,.ver questions pertaining:>_· ~t=o--'=t:=..h,_,e::.._ __________ _ 
conservation of volume and specific gravity that children 
ordinarily could not answer until their teens. However, 
further investigation showed that children made responses 
that characterized ·their stage of development when a 
situation did not lend itself ·to the application of a rule • 
. ,·, .' .. ..i;..•"<': 
Almy surnma:r.ized the effect of schooling on. t.he development 
o:f: thinking as follows: II • schooling may affect the 
acquisi·tion of inf01:·mation but it is not likely to be 
crucial in changing basic ways of organizing and assimi-
1atinq fa.cts." 6 
Statement of the Problem 
The development of logical thinking can be measurod 1 
for. PiagE:lt ha.s identified a series of s·tages ·through which 
5
siegf:ried E. Eng·elmann, 11 Does the Piag·et.ian Approach 
Imply Inst.r·uc:tion? 11 N~~.~~~~~~~-l!~t ~l::_lE. ~)-a_q.~~~. ed, by Donald 
Ross Gree~, Marguerite P. Ford, and George B. Flamer (New 
York: McGraw~Hill Book Co., 1971), pp. 119~-14 7. 
4 
a ch.ild must progress in the development of his powers of 
logical thought. Adults who plan the child's sequence of 
learning often disregard these unique patterns of ~hinking. 
H --
Experimental evidence is needed concerning the comparison 
between the development. of logical thinking, as defined by 
Piaget, and the primary child 1 s ability to understand the 
concept.s underlying arithmetical algorithms. 
Arithmetical algor1thms of subtraction are 
especially appropriate for an investigation into the 
comparison between ·the development of logical thinking and 
the primary child's ability to understand the concepts that 
underlie an arithmetical algori·thm. Subtraction algorithms 
are appropriate because the algorithms may be arranged 
from problems that are relatively easy to compute to those 
which can be solved only with some difficulty. Curriculum 
planners have made use of this in planning the mathematics 
curriculum for primary children. However, the grade 
placement of a particular group of problems that represent 
a certain level of difficulty for a child has never been 
established by comparing the inferred difficulty with the 
child 1 s powers of logical thoug·ht.. 
In present primary arithmetic programs nearly 
every child is forced to a·ttempt the same problems in 
subtraction; it is only when the child repeatedly fails 
that the teacher is aware that the child is not capable of 
understanding the problems. Some children manage to 
·mechanically pc~rform a .subtract. ion algorithm, t.hus the 
5 
teacher does not realize that the child lacks understanding. 
Experimental evidence of a significant comparison betvJeen 
logical thinking and subtraction would have importance to 
the teacher as well as the curriculum planner. 
Rationale 
The rationale of this study is based on the following 
7 
assumptions from Piaget's theory of logical development 




Children pass through four stages of develop-
ment: sensori-motor stage, pre-operational 
stage, concrete operations stage, and formal 
operations stage. 
Each stage of a child's logical development is 
marked by a characteristic manner of thought. 
Chi.ld:cen displa.y ·two types of arithmetical 
kno\•Jledge: .~J:gu_!::a!:i'!.~ anct ~-P-~~~~~i'~~· 8 
Subtraction as normally presented in arithmetic 
te~tbooks can be ordered in terms of the level 
of learning difficulty as follows: 





.. _, .. _.,.,.__._._n•• 
Levr:;l 4. 
'l'he subtra.ction fac·t:s v,rith numbers 
one through nine. 
The subtraction facts with numbers 
ten ·through eighteen. 
Subtract ion of t.wo- and Uu·_-ee--digit 
numbers above twenty that do not 
require J:·egrouping. 
Subtraction of two-and three-digit 
m.unbe~cs above twenty that; 1v~ed t:o 
bo :rsg:couped. 
7John L. Phillips, Jr., The Oriqins of Intellect: 
~iagy)=-t 's. :~.!l~~EY (San Francisco: --~r; I-I. --pi:eerrt~1·n· ~3.'i}'2i~---coii1p'a'ny, 
1969 f pp. 16--90. 
8Kenneth Lovell, The Growth of Understanding in 
Hat:hemat: ics: K:Lnderqarten ___ Fhrough ·-Gi=::id·e-•}_i1i·:r.:e·t)-···r:N'E!w"'---,_.((_;:r.·k: 
Ho~it:-;--·~-:Gi-erl.art:·-a-r;<r .. wTi1Eiton·, ---:rrlC. -·,-·l·~r·rcr; i:;·:--·-rr. 
:---'--
6 
Children in first, second, and third grade range 
. f . t . A d' t I)' t 9 1n age :rom s1x ·o n1ne years. ccor 1ng o 1age , 
children who are below the age of seven are usually in an 
in·termedia·te sta.9e of development between the sensori-motor 
stage and the concrete operations stage. This stage is 
called the pre-operational stage and is marked by the child's 
inabilj:t·y t.o conserve numerical quan"ci:ties. F.' rom abou·t the 
operations stage. During this period children are able to 
conserve numerical quantities and deal with certain problems 
of classification and seriation. 
Because of what is known about the logical develop-
ment: of children from the ages of six to nine and the 
implj.ed connection between certain Piagetian logical devel-
opmeni::al tasks and sub'crac·tion, Jche follov.d.ng· ·tasks have 
been selected for use in this study: 
1. Conservation of numerical.quantity. 
2. Quantitative class inclusion. 
3. Seriation. 
Piaget found that children display two types of 
arithmetical knowledge which he terms fi:SI~~~~.!:.?:~. and 
£12..~E.§l::::i:I~.·lO The term _gig~_:c.~t;i;_~e refers to i:he child • s 
9Lr . s . ] . I''I'h T . . d A . . t . ~erm1ne 1nc .a1r, · e ra1n1ng an ,cqulsl-lOn 
Logical Operations r II R.t'?:..Sf~:..!:i:~~ .s-;~_gni·t ~y:::.:-pe~~.~L~p~en~. 
l{e_~ea_££~ an?: £i.~'t::.b.~.l.l.~~~~ :Lc::~l:. Ed~~:?:.?::~~on ~Vilashingt: on, D.C. : 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc., 1971), 
pp. 1--9. 
1 0 




knowledge of the symbolic manipulation and its end result. 
The child is only aware of the perceptual images and not 
the reality that brought about the situation. When the 
child has an understanding of the reality behind t.he symbols, 
he ha.s an 9£~_£a·t:L~ knowledge of the arithmetical process. 
A child who has an operative knowledge of subtraction 
would be able to use concre·te materials; such as~, Diense 
tllocks, Cuisenaire l{odS,Unifl:x (.:ubes, etc. to pertorm a 
subtraction operation that is presented without its algor-
ithmic representation. It can be assumed that a child is 
E_£~_ratj._y~ on a particular level of subt:raction difficulty 
if his performance on the c6ncrete level matches his 
perfor:ma.nce on the symbolic level. 
Definition of Terms 
The following definition of terms will be used in 
this st.udy: 
1. Subtracti~£: the inverse operation of 
addii:ion. 
2. 2P.~..£..~tiv~ knowledge of subtraction: a child 
will be said to have an £r.~Ia~~.:i.V(O! knowledqe 
of subtraction if he passes both the compu-
tational and manipulative tests given at a 
particular level of subtraction. 
3. !::.:~~L~.!:XY.~. knowledge of subtraction: a chi J.d. 
will be sa:l.d to have a E.:~Sl~£<~!:.:!:.:!..~ knowlcd~re 
of subtraction if he passes the computational 
test for a particular level of subtraction 
diff:i.cul ty but fails the manipulative ·tes·t of 
subtractj.on for that level. 
11
,Jack E~ Forbes and Robert E. Eicholz, ~~-"1::!.!~-:..l!:'l_?l.J: .. ~-<?.-::?. 
:foE E:J:.?:_I~.~!.~~LY. :±'e~~c:l~£!:£ (Re<.i.ding, Nass.: Add:i.son·-Vlesley 
Publishing Co., 1971), p. 116. 
8 
A child must reach a certain level of logical 
thought before he can have an operational knowledge of 
subtraction. To establish this assumption about 
subtraction, the following hypotheses will be tested: 
1. A significantly greater number of children who 
have an £1?~-~!l-~~ knowledge of the subtraction 
facts one through nine will be able to give a 
greater number of operational responses on 
conservation of numer1cal quant1t1es tasks than 
children with a ~fig~_L<;J;.t;iv~- knowledge of the 
same subtraction facts. 
2. A significantly greater number of children who 
have an p_p...£,rat.ive knowledge of the subtraction 
facts ten through eighteen will give a greater 
number of operational responses on conservation 
of numerical quv.n·titie.s tasks than children with 
a figurative knowl.edge of the same subtraction 
fa'Et:S-~----
3. A significant:ly greater number o:E children who 
have an ~J..:l:t .. ~)·V:~ knowledge of the subtr'action 
facts ten through eighteen will give a greater 
number of operational responses on.seriation 
tasks t.han children with a figurative knm,;~ledge 
of the same subtra.ct.ion fad::s-;·---~-----··· 
4. A significant:ly great(~r number of children who 
have an ~£83:-~!i.:!.~. knowledge of subtract.ion u.sing 
two- and three-digit numbers above twenty that 
do no·t require regrouping will ~rive a great:er 
nmnber of operational responses on conservation 
of numerical quantities tasks than children with 
a .~.L~~E_~ti':le. knowlE~d~}e of the same subtraction 
fac't.s ~ 
5. A significantly greatc~r number o:f children v1ho 
have an 91?..£~_a.:!_:~.:i::'!:: knowledge of sttb-tra.ction using 
two- and three-digit numb~rs above twenty that 
do not :t:eqtdxe regrouping will give a greater 
number of operational responses on seriation 
tasks than children with a figurative knowledge 
of the same subtract.:ion facts-.-·-----·--· 
----
i:j __ _ 
9 
6* A significantly greater number of children who 
have an £.P.~Ea~iy_£ knowledg·e of subtraction \Ising 
two- and three-digit numbers above twenty that 
do not require regrouping will give a greater 
number of operational responses on quantitative 
class inclusion tasks than children with a 
.f~~.!:E_!.:.~:.:~-~ knowledge of the same subtraction 
fact:s # 
This study was limited to first, second, and third 
Element:ary Schools. These schools are located within the 
City of Lodi and children attending these schools come from 
a representa.t:i..ve cross-section of the community. 
The need for research on the irnplica.tions of Piaget 1 s 
theory of intellectual developmen-t for the teaching of 
subtraction is apparent. ~['o establish a useful comparison 
between the child's stage of intellectual development and 
his subtraction ability would im~rove instruction in the 
elementary school. The remaining four chapters will be 
organized as follows: 
1. Chapter II: A review of the literature of 
P.Ia-get-,s~-t-lwory of in-tellectual developmen-t 
and other relevant research on how children 
learn subtraction. 
2. _Cl!?E!:e_?~. I.Lf= 'l'he procedures and methods of 
collecting the research data will be described. 
3 ~ C~~_l~I::; __ ~E- _!V: 'fhe data that t>Jere collec·ted will 
be presented and the findings will be revealed. 
4 •. _g_ha_J?!.~'.E y_: Conclusions of the study and recom--





CHAPTER II [! __ _ f; 
REVIE\t·J OF' THE LI'rERA'l'URE 
The studies reviewed in this chapter will be 
organized into five sections. First, Piaget's theory of 
intelh~ct~ual development ~vill be briefly reviewed. Second,· 
the child's conception of number will be discussed as it 
pertains to three operational structures: conservation of 
numerica.l quant :Lties, seriation, and quant: i tat ive c.lac.~D 
inclusion. Third, other research findings that pertain 
to the child's development of conservation of numerical 
qua.nt:i·ties,. ser._i_a·tionr and quantitative class inclusion \tJ:il1 
be examined. Fourth, the child's conception of number as 
it relates to his developing ability to use arithmetical 
ideas in the classroom will be examined to determine the 
posi.tive trends that might be revealed. Fifth, how the 
learning of subtraction is related to the child 1 s 
conception of number will be reviewed. 
The nature of intelligence 
___ .. --·:·-------... ·--.. ··------··~ ... ·-"""-··-···~-- ....... 
Piagct states that knowledge does not originate 
from within the child but is a result of an interaction 
betw(:;E"m the child and his environment. 
10 
Kno\vledge is not a copy of r·eali ty. To know 
an object, to know an event, is not simply to look 
at it and make a mental copy, or image, of it. To 
know an object is to act on it. To know is to 
modify, to transform the object, and to understand 
the process of this transformation, and as a conse-
quence to understand the way the object is constructed. 
An operation is thus the essence of knowledge; it is 
an interiorized action which modifies the object of 
Jcnowledge.l 
The act of knowing has two different aspects 
depending upon the physical circums'cances. 
The aspects of knowing which deal essentlally w1th 
fixed states we shall call figurative aspects of 
t:he figurative function. Examples of this function 
\vhich.-deai's·--wrtli. static-configurations independent 
of transformations are perception, imitation, and 
mental imagery • • The aspects which focus on 
transformations I shall refer to as the _t:)J2l':!_Eatl.~~ 
function. In this we sball include physical 
act].o:ilS" which t:r:a.nsform objects in one. way o:c 
another, a.nd. vJe shall include operaJcions, tha·t is 
interiorized ac·tio:ns \vhi.ch have become reversi:ble 
and are co;rrd:Lnated w:Vch other opera-tions in a 
.structur:e. 
The process by which the child coordinates the 
3 
operations wi:t:hin a structure is called a ~pt:r~c!j:._<?_l]_• 
A const~ruc·tion is both a coordination of the child's 
act ions and an interrelation betwPen objects~ An early 
1 LT.ean Piaqet, "Coc;sni t i ve Development: in Children: 
~t'h e Pi a CJ e·t Papers t " in !.::..:-i~5I_et::_ !!:~S!:!.::?_~_<?-~~E~5~: A ~~p_g_!t ~.f. 
the Conference on Coqnitive Studies and Curriculum Devel-
§pjii~ir·):~~--(~d : .. --sy: r~Tc'h~1rd E • --Ti:LppTe-and--vern.-e-·l~-:-·Rocfc·as t 1 e 
[cornell University: School of Education, 1964), p. 8. 
Manual 
Yo.rk: 
2 :ce.i:.Q.. , p • 21. 
3
,Jean Piaget, 11 Pi.aget 1 s 1'h.eory , 1' in Ca_~]\1~£t!!.~.~-L~..E. 
?f:.. s;_b.L~.:...C!-. P~>_y~l~ . .2.l.09'.·~.{ 1 ed. by Paul H~ Nussen (New 
John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1970), p. 704. 
11 
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the child's life. Between the age of nine to twelve 
months the child discovers that an object which no longer 
can be seen does not just dissolve but has a permanence. 
When permanence is first established in the sensorimotor 
stage, the child learns that if an object disappears at a 
certain point in his visual field, the object will again 
reappear at that same point. In this way the child learns 
disappears even though at a later time it disappears at 
a completely different point. 
development: sensorimotor period, preoperational period, 
concrete operation~ period, and the formal operations 
period. Children pass through these stages of cognitive 
5 development in a continuous gro\•7th pattern. 'I'he 
chronological age which is associated with each stage of 
development represents the age at: which at least 
three-fourths of the population has acquired a particular 
concepJc. 
The period beginning with birth and lasting to 
about the middle of the second year is identified as the 
sensorimotor stage of. devE:lopment. Near the end of the 
4Richard W. Copeland, Ho~ Childrt;:.!..~ ~ca_E~ !i~_!:.?e~~ti~ 
(New Yorlc 'J'he MacmiLLan Company, 1970T, pp. 10·-ll. 







sensorimotor period children acquire tho notion that 
objects have permanency and can be retrieved even if the 
object is out of the per~eptual field. 
The second stage, preoperational period; is an 
intermediate stage of development between the sensori-
motor period and the concrete operations period. Children 
below the age of seven are usually in the preoperational 
-11-----__,s_t...a..g_e~_:u_r_ing this period, children are not able to 
conserve numerical quantities. The child has a tendency to 
cent.er his atten·tion on one detail of an arrangement and 
exclude others. His thinking goes from point to point with 
little connection between ideas. 
The third stage, concrete operations period, lasts 
from abolJi: the age of seven years ·to eleven years~ 'rhis 
stage is very significant because it marks the period when 
children can engage in logical thought on a concrete level. 
In Piaget' s terminology "concrete" refers to real object:s 
and the term "operation" refers to the chilc'l.' s ability to 
internalize actions which are reversible (the doing and 
undoing of a process). 
During the concrete operations ::;tag·e, the child is 
able to accomplish a number of groupli.ke st:ructures of 
transformation. 6 The grouping structures that the child 
6
nerm:Lne Sinclair.:, "Piaget. 's 'l'heory of Development: 
The Main St:ages," E'j._!-Jge-~-~ar~ -~-<2_g_n.:_~:!:_:!:.~.~--p~v'::.~:9J?2~.~:!2.~. R:=:~-~J::.cl~ 
~E!.C~: !11.~>:!:.lL~~-~.!:-~cc-~_l ~cl~~_ii.t:i?_~~ (vlashington, D.C<: Na:tional 
Council of 'J?eachers of Mathematics, Inc., 1971), ,PP• 7---8. 
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is able to think logically about include conservation, 
classification, and seriation. 
At about the age of eleven or twelve, the child 
enters the fourth stage of developmen·t, the formal operations 
period. The child is able to reason logically using symbols 
that are not based on concrete objects. He is able to use 
a hypot:het: ic-deduct i ve procedure of thinking that: is not 
tied to existing reality. 
The Child's Conception of Number 
------- --~----· - ...... ~ ... .._ .. _ ....... ....,.. .. ~-~ 
According to Piag·et the child's conception of 
number is bound directly to the child's development of 
intelligence,. 
Our hypothesis is that the construction of number 
goes hand-in-hand with the development of logic, and 
that a pre-numeric~l period corresponds to the 
pre-logical level. 
Jhere are three main operational structures whid1 
Piaget identifies in the concrete operations period of 
intellectual dt~velopment which coincide with. operational 
strucb.u~es in tb.e child 1 s conception of nurnber. Thf~Y are 
conservation of m.:trnE;ricaJ. quant it .. ies i seriation, and class 
inclusion. Conservation is ·thought: by Piaget to be very 
fundamental. He states, 11 ••• conservation is a necessary 
condition for all rat.ional activit:y .... ~ "8 
'/Jean Piaget, ~EE. ~J:?::i.ld.~ ~ox~-~-tL~E . .<?i. l1.un!~~E 
{New York: W. W" Norton and Company 1 Inc., 1965 p. viii. 
8 Ibid. p. 3. 
-··--· , 
h __ _ 
,---;----
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Conservation may be defined as the ability to 
understand that a particular d~nension of an object will 
remain unchanged even though other irrelevant aspects of 
that object may undergo change. Piaget indicates that 
there are three stages in the development of the under-
standing of conservation. Each of the stages may be 
clearly identified by the characteristic responses made by 
the child. At the first stage there is an absence of 
conservation. The child thinks that quantity varies with 
irrelevant aspects of the object, i.e., a change in the 
arrangement~ of a set: of markers also changes the quanti·t:y 
of markers present. The second stage is a transitional 
s·tage. A child may a·t first: assert conservation \vhen 
perceptual cha.n(JeS are not: great: but t:hen revert to 
non-conservation when perceptual relationships come into 
conflict.. Conservat.ion occurs iHlmedia·t:ely in t:he third. 
stage. The child will maintain his conviction regardless 
of perceptual conflict. 
Piaget identifies three types of perceived quantity 
that relate to the three stages of conservation: gross 
quant:L·U.es r intensive quantities, and extensive quantities. 
r~t the level of the first stage 1 quantity is 
therefore no more than asymmetrical relations between 
qualities, i.e., comparisons. • As soon as t:rd.s 
intensive quantification exists, the child can grasp, 
before any other measurement, the proportionality of 
differences, and therefore the notion of extensive 
quantity. This discove~y, which alone makes possible 
---- ------ ---
the development of number, thus results from t~e 
child's progress in logic during these stages.· 
16 
1-\n adequa.te concep·t of number must also include an 
understanding of seriation and classification. Seriation 
first appears at the sensorimotor level. Children can 
perceptually seriate a number of objects i.f differences in 
elements of the series are great. Operational seriation 
differs f~om perceptual seriation; to be operational the 
child must be able to perform four tasks: 
l\ child unders·tands ordinal number when he is able 
to do four things. F'irst, a child must be able to 
arrange in a sequence a set of objects which.differ in 
some aspect. Piaget calls this action seriation. 
Second, he must be able to C0n[3t.ruc·t a one-to':m-le 
correspondence between two sequences of objects in which 
the elements of the sequences correspond because they 
have the same relative positions in the sequences •. 
Such a one .. -·L:o--one corresponden.ce is called a serial 
~~E~~_5):-lc~_e1?5::.~.· 1'hird, he must be able to coi1sei-ve' 
a serial correspondence when it is no longer percep-
tible. Fou~th, a child must be able to conserve an 
ordinal correspondence between two sequences of objects. 
1'he conservation of ari o~i:!~..l?.~.l:. E.?...F~~SJ2..~:Q.9._~-~c_;,~ is 
accomplished when a ~1ild can find an object in an 
unordered set (but a set which is capable of being 
ordered) which corresponds to a given object in an 
ordered set. The act of conserving an ordinal corres-
pondence require1:> a child to arrange a sequence of 
objects and construct a serial correspondenceJaetween 
t\vo sequences, either menJcall.y or physically. · 
9
·1'' '.:.I 5'. ,:;~?..~~~ ~· I l) " 
10
.Arthur F', Coxford, ,Jr. 1 "'l'he Effects of Instruct. ion 
on the Stage Placement of Children in Piaget's Seriation 
Bxperimen·ts," f~~r-r_~n~ !~-~-~~.0.£~}:~ _i1_1_ E2.L~J11en~~:E_Y §cho_~21:. 
~1~.-~,1]-~_!!,t_~:-~-~.92~ 1 eeL by Robert l\6 A.shlock and Wayne L. Herman, 
Jr. (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1970), p. 113. 
"---
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Operational seriation appears around the age of 
seven or eight. At about the same time, classification 
1 d . 1 . 11 oase on 1nc us1on appears. Seria·tion is somewhat more 
closely allied with perception and classification with 
1 12 anguage. However, language alone is not sufficient to 
explain ·the concep·tual system of class inclusion. 
The understanding of quantitative class inclusion 
11-----__l. .. ;..pP.JJ..d.s__11J2.Q_n t:he orior conception of such vJOrds as 11 all 11 
and 11 Some." An unders·tanding of quantita·tive class 
inclusion is demonstrated by the ability to answer questions 
in the following form: "Suppose one class A to be 
included in another class B, without being equal to the 
whole of B, are there more A's than B's or more B's than 
A I •?1113 f, • Children tend to fail questions of inclusion 
because they cannot think of the whole in relation to its 
parts. When a child tries to answer a quest: ion about the 
relation of the A's to the B's he may compare the A's to 
themselves. Inhelder gives an example of how this might 
occur. 
"Ducks are birds; H~ • s the same thing·," says the 
child, "so there are the same number o:f both." 
lJ.u.. b l T ,. 1 ~ 1 . 
.uar e . __ r:ule .. u.er anc~ Jean P1aget 1 :E_h~ !~~-ly 
GrovJth 9i . . !~?.s;ric;. in the ~r1.t.l.~. (Nmv York: Harper and How 1 T96·4-~- p. 249. 
12Ralph Scott and Ludv-rig Sattel, "Percep·tion and 
Language: A German Replication of the Piaget-Inhelder 
p 0 S j_ ·t i ()rl I 11 :!..5~~n~'!:.l 9 :f .0.,~-~E::t j_ C I?_~x~~~· 0 l.<?.9.Y I CXX ( 19 7 2 ) I 2 0 3 0 
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Eve~ything seems to show that a young child can 
compare l\ and A' only while neglecting B. Or else 
he can only compare A and B while neglecting the 
complementarity of A and A' ~ some years later--
18 
the child finally understands that B~A. And he 
expresses his logical reasoning in such statements as: 
"'J!here must be more birds ·than ducks. All those which 
aren't ducks are ~~rds, and they have to be counted 
along wi·th them. 11 
Class Inclusion 
development of children's quantitative t.hinking because 
Piag-et:! s stu.die:; "have been devoid of stat.:i.s·tical rriethods 
Elkind wished to substantiate 
those observations which Piagot made about the ages of 
children and the order of stages in which they perceive 
quantity. 'l'he following- is vlhat Piaget observed: 
Children at the first stage (usually age 4) 
succeeded only when a comparison of gross quantity 
was the min:i.mum recp .. d.rc=;ment for success. At t.he 
second stage (usually age 5) children succeeded 
when a comparison of gross or intensive quantity 
14BaJ:.'bE:~l Inheld.er r "Some 1-\spects of Piaget: Is 
Genetic Approach to Cogni·tion, 11 Cog.:_n.J.:tiy~ ~)e_yeloE!!l~P"t:. in 
~.h~L.l9-!.~~:!~ (Chicago: Un:i.v0)rs :L t:y of Ch:icago Press, 19 70) , 
p. 3L. 
15 . . ., .. Da.Vld Elk:r.nd, '"J'he Development of Quan·titative 
Thinking: A Sysi:emai:ic Replication of Pi.aget' s S·tudies ," 
~5?..:-!..:~D~.l !:?i G ~-~ <:~!.?.:.~. EE.Y .. ~h C?.L~sry, 9 8 < 1 9 G 1 l , 3 7 ... 4 6 • 
J h 
... )Ibid. p. 37. 
------· f 
R'---
was the minimum requiremen.·t for success. Third 
stage children (usually age 6-7) succeeded when a 
comparison of gross, intensive, or extensive quan-
tity was the minimum requirement for a successful 
rE-~sult .1 7 
J q 
·-' 
The manner in which th~se observations were tested 
is summarized as follo~vs: 
Eighty school and pre-school children \rJere divided 
into three Age Groups (4,· s; 6-7) and tested on three 
Types of Material for three Types of Quantity in a 
systematic replication of Piaget's investigation of the 
-----------
-B----------.·~• ~"'"-"'-""'--1....,.,..,=~3- '"'·E_c;c,' ::>_-c> +- ; ~- ::.. +- -i ... F"' i- b...i nJr i n r-r 7\ ·nal "S' .; '-' 0 f :-e v v_t.. v .f;-'J.uc-.n. \.~-;1'- '"1. '-A~;i.-.;;-~-----t--e.----.;::;o-_._ v-------5~........-...... ...----........... --.-------::)-~. -j!- u...__,::,~_~~-----------
variance showed that success in comparing quantities 
varied significantly with A.ge, Type of Quan·tity, Type 
of Material, and two of the interactions.· Correlations 
for Types of Material were positive, high, and 
significant. Correla~ions of comparison scores and 
W.I.S.C. scores were positive, generally low, and 
sometimes significant.l8 
There was a very close agreement with Piaget's 
findings that quantity is perceived in ordered stages that 
relate to the age of the child. Each statistical test was 
significant beyond the .01 level with the exception of a 
number of sub-test: correlations on the w.r.s.c. intelligence 
test which compared the children's quantity scores to 
scores on the intelligence test. 
Elkind found that the judgments that children could 
makP abou·t quantity var~Led with ·their logical developmerrt. 
Judgments that involved gross quantity could be made 
easier than ones .involvi.ng intensive quantity, and i·t Hal3 
less difficult to make judgments of intensive quarrtity 
than extensive quan·tity. Success in making quantity 
20 
judgments also varied with age. Younger children could 
make judgments of gross quantity but could not make 
judgments of extensive quantity until they were older. 
Elkind found exceptions to the linear relation between age 
and the type of quanti t::y the child could judge. A child 
who could make judgments of extensive quantity with one 
type of material might be able >co only make judgments of 
called horizontal decala.ge. A cl1 ild may exhibit a 
characteristic cognitive structure but not be able to 
perform all of the tasks within that structure. Flavell 
states: "In brief, the existence of horizontal decalages 
seems to point up a certain heterogeneity where only 
homogeneit:y lnig·ht have been 
' 1 9 
susp.::.:c-t:ed. II.L 
The correlations that Elkind found between 
chi1c1ren' s quant:Vcy scm:.·es and t~heir I .Q. aB measured 
by the W.I.s.c. intelligence test were low. Although the 
correlations were positive, there is doubt as to the role 
intelligence may play in conservation tasks. The role of 
I.Q. was explored further in a study by Feigenbaum. 
~el'q·o·,~ltJ;_-l,1.1In 1 .~ 20 Tll~-•J"CJr ' t • · t~ 1 t ·  -~h. _ . _ ln eresc was ln -~e re~a~1on 
between the child's I.Q. and his understanding of 
19John H. F'lavel1 1 ·The DevE:~lopmcnt~.al rsvcholoqy of 
Jean 1?.-:!:§:..S£~.!~ (Newark: D. vari:--ffostr;:;~\1cf;-·Tn:c.:::-::-; T96Tr;··--:p·:··~ .. 23:-
20 
- Kenneth D. Feigenbaum, "Task Com.plexity and I.Q. 
as Varia.bles in Pia.ge·t 's Problems of Conservation," 
_gh i J:.9. !?.~.Y-~ l_g_:e.£t:~.<:?_l2~ t 3 4 ( l 9 6 3 ) I 4 2 3-4 3 2 • 
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conservation of discorrtinuous quantities. He tested three 
hypotheses concerning Piaget's contention that each stage 
of logical development determines the method and mode of 
~ 
~~~-== 
thinking that a child will employ. 
To test his first hypothesis that age is not the 
sole determiner of a child's development of conservcrtion 
of discontinuous quantities, fifty-four nursery school and 
divided into two age g-roups: forty---five to sixty-four 
months and sixty-five to eighty-seven months. Children 
were given tests of correspondence and conservation of 
discontinuous quan·ti ties. Children in ·the oldest age group 
did significantly better than children in the you?ger age 
group. The level of significance was at the .01 level. 
Alt:h.ough there v-1as s·tatistical significance for the 
difference in age groups, it ~as noted that some of the 
children in the younger age group were able to solve most 
of t~he problems. 
The second hypothesis tested the children's level 
of success in relation to intelligence as measured by the 
Stanford-Binet Test of intelligence. Children in the 
experimental group were divided into two groups according 
to intelligence: children with I.Q. scores above 119 
and children with I.Q. scores below 119. The results of the 
chi-square test of significance for the conservation tasks 
yielded a .05 level of significance. Inspection of the 
22 
data revealed that children 1vith higher I. Q .s performed at 
a level superior to children who were older but had lower 
An analysis of the modes of responses made by 
children tended to agree with Piaget•s findings, however, 
there were some notable exceptions. One of the exceptions 
was the us~ of counting. Piaget did not report this 
counting to be a mode of response that was significant 
at the .01 level for children with a mean age o:E abou·t 
sixty-eight months. Since the investigator did not mention 
how many children used counting or the procedure used to 
deter-mine ·the level of significance, i i: would be difficult 
to do more than note that children make operational 
responses other than those mentioned by Piaget. 
The third hypothesis dealt with materials of 
various sizes and shapes used in the conservation and 
correspondence tests. Two groups of children were used 
to test this last hypothesis: one group contained fifteen 
children and the other group contained twe4ty-one children. 
Perfonnance differences 6£ the two groups were equated as 
to age, I.Q. and conceptual ability. Most of the differ-
ences noted in the two groups were not significant. 
A major finding of this study would indicate that 
age is not a definite barrier in the acquisition of the 
concept of conservation. The data indicates that 





a child acquires the concept of conservation. Ability 
to conserve appears to be both a function of age and 
I.Q. Feigenbaum indicates that counting was used by 
children as one of the modes of responses to the corres-
pondence and conservation problems; these responses could 
·have been due to the testing procedures. Children were 
prompted on tests of correspondence and asked to count the 
the conservation test~ In the study done by Dodwell, 
which is reviewed next, fur-ther evidence is given that. the 
stages of development as identified by Piaget are 
subject to variation. 
D d , ·L 21 ' ' t ' t ~ ' ' ' t ' f th l ' ld I ' o we.L. J.nl :1a· .eo a.n 1nves·c1ga .1011 o. e c.11 s 
understanding of number to assess t:he generalities of 
beha~ior Piaget described for children between the ages of · 
five and eight years. Two hundred fifty public school 
children ranging in age from five years and six months to 
eight years and ten months took part in the investigation. 
Children were tested with similar test materials as were 
used by Piaget. The tests which were given are as follows: 
1. Relation of perceived size to number 
(conservat.ion of numerical quantities). 
2. Provoked correspondence. 
3. Unprovoked correspondence~ 
4. Seriat:ion. 
5. Cardination and ordination. 
21 r) c D d •tl "C.!• 'ld . I l'J 'I ~t . ,. , • ~ o we .. 1 u" . ren s , nc,er::, ancnng 
Number and Related Concepts," .S:.~~n.~?~ ~~~\~E.~~l gJ _ 
_Ps_y~l?-ology_, J 6 ( 1960) , 191-19:'>. 
of 
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The results of the investigation showed that 
children could be classified into three groups according 
to their answers. These groups are the same as the·ones 
identified by Piaget: global comparisons, intuitive 
judgments, and concrete operations. Although children 
could be grouped by their responses, there was ·considerable 
variation in the number of children giving operational 
responses for the various ages. There did not seem to be a 
11 typical 11 age for the attainment of a concrete operational 
activity. Children 1 s performance on con.serva·tion of 
numerical quantities was somewhat varied: 60 per cent: of 
the children at five years and ten months gave operational 
responses, and 50 per cent of the children at six years, 
five months gave operational responses. Eighty per cent 
of the children from ages seven years and six mon·ths to 
eig~t years and six months gave operational responses. 
The children 1 s responses on the seriation test showed on 
the average more operational responses than was shown 
on the cardination and ordination test:. 
Dodwell 1 s results on conservation of numerical 
quant:: it. ies prob-J~ems-shew -~ha-t:. -·t-h.ex.-e-i-s- eonsiG.erabl-e- -- - -
variation in abilities to conserve for younger children, 
bu·t there is g-reat:er st.ability for older children, tb.ose 
I 
in the higher grades. Variations found in the ability to 
conserve as related to age would suggest that I.Q. or 
other factors such as familiarity of the material used in 
testing have an effect on the child's responses. Although 
25 
Dodwell was not able to assess the effect of I.Q. on 
the child's performance of conservation problems, it would 
seem that Feigenbau~'s findings on the relation of I.Q. ;;; 
F,=== 
H 
to success have some bearing. 
Seriation 
Coxford22 had two purposes for his study: 
(a) to replicate Piaget's experiments in seriation; 
~------------~~~~~~~BT~efh~~~9~q~1~Ba~~~~~~~~~4@~C0~,----------------~-----­
and (b) to ascertain the effect of instruction on 
advancing a child from one stage to ·the next. 23 
Sixty children were chosen for the experiment. Their ages 
ranged from three years, six months to seven years, five 
months. All sixty children·were given a pretest to 
determine their ability to seriate. Children were 
classified according to their responses by stages: 
Stage 1: All parts of the test were done 
incorrectly. 
Stage 2: Some of the items on the test were 
done correctly, but mistakes were 
made on various subtests. 
Stage 3: The.entire test was done correctly, 
After the pretest was given, twenty-four children were 
selected for instruction on seriation and another group 
of twenty-four was selected as a control group. 
The material which was used in both the pretest 
and posttest was ten cardboard balloons (varying uniformly 
22Arthur F. Cox·Eord I .• Jr ~ r "1'he Effects of Instruction 
on the Stage Placement.of.Children in Piaget!s Seriation 
Experiments," in Current R<::)Search in Elementary School 
!.J.la~-t:l~.~~~.!-.i~Et ed' E~t'R.obert-ri-:·--·KsTilock·-an2C"Wayne ~C:-Tlerman I 





in size from small to large) and ten complementary 
cardboard sticks. Results of the pretest were as 
follows: the mean chronological age for children in 
Stage 1 was 56.2 months, Stage 2 was 69.8 months, and 
Stage 3 was 77.6 months. These findings tended to agree 
with Piaget's predictions of age as related to stage of 
development. Two exceptions were noted; one very 
intelli ent child of 46 months tested at Stage 3 and 
another child of 83 months tested at Stage 1. 
Of the g-roup of twenty-four children that were 
selected for instruction, twelve children were in s·tage 1 
while the remainder were in Stage 2. Both groups received 
objects made of cardboard that were similar to the balloons 
and sticks used in the pretest. Children were given games 
to play with the materials designed for each of four sessions 
that would help them to overcome particular difficulties 
noted on the pretest. At the end of the teaching session, 
the posttest was given and scores of the experimental 
group were compared -l.:o scores made by children in the 
con·trol group. 'rhe greatest gain was recorded for children 
-
-- -- ----
in Stage 2 of the experimental group. Six of the twelve 
children were able to make Stage 3 responses after instruc-
tion. This gain was significant at the .05 level of 
significance. 
Coxford's research indicates that a child's 
experience with se:riable objects can help the child to 
become operational sooner than he might without these 
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experiences. Experience, however, is not the only 
factor--the child must be at a transitional stage for 
the experience to be effective. 
Churchill 24 conducted a small investigation 
involving a group of five year old children. Sixteen 
children were selected for the investigation. Churchill 
was primarily interested in the effects of instruction on 
in the investigation were given three series of tests at 
the beginning of the experimental period and again at ·the 
end. Two tests were given to assess the child's understand-
ing of a one-to-one correspondence {qualitative and numer-
ical correspondence) and the third test was given to 
assess the child 1 s ability to perform tasks that involved 
numerical seriation as well as qua1ita·tive seriation. 
Eight children in the experimental group met twice a week 
for four weeks. Each session lasted one-half hour. 
Instruction consisted of using familiar 6bjects that were 
placed in groups and series; children were helped to 
solve the problems during the instructional periods by 
using some form of counting. · 
Differences in scores between the experimental 
and control groups with respect to change in performance 
on the Piagetian tests from the pretest to the posttest 
24Eileen Jvi. Churchill, "The Number Concepts of .. 
the Young Child: Part I," -~-~.§-~.~-':?_!~~0.. ar1d S-tl:t~l?:~.~-' .r~~~~~-~. 
9Jl.~Y..~E~-~:.~.Y I XVI I I ( 19 58) , 3 4-· 4 9. 
------
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were significant at the .01 level. Evidence of thi~ 
investigation suggests that experiences of the kind pro-
vided in the experimental group meetings contributed to 
the earlier formation of basic concepts. The use o£ 
counting by the experimental group on the posttest was 
a characteristic feature in the child's thinking. 
Ac·tually a rigorous analysis of the_ whole. series 
showed that the use of counting in a numerical 







other.s. The children who used counting tended to do 
so throughout the series, though not always as their 
initial reaction. In contrast, none of the children 
who made no use of enumeration showed more than 
11 stage--one 11 responses. 2 5 
Evidence from Churchill's study would suggest that 
instruction can contribute significantly to the early 
fonll<:ttion of logical. concepts. In this regard 1 bo·th 
Coxford and Churchill are in agreement. Children's use 
of counting was also noted by Feigenbaum in his work with 
children on correspondence and conservation problems. 
Both Feigenbaum and Churchill found counting to be a mode 
of thi~(ing which was used by children to deal with prob-
lems of logical thinking. Counting is used by children to 
solve simple problems in addition and subtraction. Whether 
Feigenbaum's and Churchill's findings about counting have 
relevance for the learning of mathematics has yet to be 
established. 
25Ei1een M. Churchill,. '"rhe Number. Concept.s of. the 
Y ounq . Chi 1 d : Part 2 1 " !3-....£-?!:..~ E"~-b..~~ ~Q ~!_:_1_:!_0 i~.§. , l~~-~.9-~. 
~I!:! iy_~_E_?5:.!:.Y, XVI I I (19 58 ) 1 3 4 • 
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developmen-t of number occurs side by side with ·the develop--
ment of class inclusion. Some understanding of class 
inclusion is a necessary condition for dealing in a consis-
tent fashion wi·th number. Dodwell selected sixty public· 
school children between the ages of five years, two 
months and eight years, eight months. 
The material used in the ·tes·ts for class inclusion 
were all familiar objects to the children (rakes, shovels, 
dolls, and cars). Children's responses were easily 
classified into three categories: responses that were 
clearly operational, responses that were non-operational, 
and responses that were indefinite. 
Dodwell gave tests of provoked and unprovoked 
correspondence; they were used to measure the child's 
concept. of "cardinal number." In the test for provoked 
correspondence, eggs and eggcups were used to provoke an 
obvious perceptual corresr-o ndence between i:he individual 
members of the two sets. Two sets of poker chips were 
used in the test for unprovoked correspondence to set 
up a perceptual correspondence which was then disrupted 
by the experiment.er (one set \'las pushed into a bunch). 
26P. C~ Dodwell, "Relation between i::he Understanding 
of the Logic of Classes.and.of Cardinal Number.- in Children," 
S"~-~~~:lj;_<=u;;. ~T 01-~!.~':.~ 1 .?..X !~.~:.Y£~0 l~y 1 XVI ( 19 6 2 ) , 15 2 --15 9 , 
H __ _ 
The results of the study showed that the cor-
rela·tions between composition of classes and number were 
all low. This would indicate a very small tendency for 
children to answer correctly questions of correspondence 
("cardinal number") and class inclusion. 'rhere was a 
significant tendency for children who answered one part 
of the class inclusion test correctly to answer other 
parts correctly. Dodwell concludes: 
Although there is no clear relation between the 
development of the two types of concep~ either in 
terms of priority of appearance or concomitance, they 
both develop within the same age range. It can be 
argued, as was done in the case of the number concept 
test (Dodwell, 1960), that invariability is largely 
due to learning spE:ocific responses for particular 
types of situations and material, and generalization 
of such responses to novel situations is imperfect.27 
Logically there should be a relation betwe~n 
"ca:r·dinal number." and class inclusion. ~rhe fact tha.t: 
Dodwell did not find one suggests that children may be 
able to consistently deal with number at an elementary 
level with or without being fully operational on class 
inclusion problems. 
Ideas in the Classroom 
28 Hood wished to trace the characteristic stages 
27I"'- J59 ~..!:!.~· , p. .. . 
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28H. Blair Hood, "An Experimental Study of Pia.get•s 
'rheo:r:y. of the Developm~:';nt of Number in Children 1 " Q!:-j::_t_:_~sh 






of development identified by Piaget. A secondary 
consideration was to relate these findings to children's 
performance in arithmetic. The experiment was conducted 
in England with 126 children between the ages of four 
years, nine months and eight years, seven months. Each 
child in the study was given the Terman-Merrill scale 
11 L 11 to assess his mental age; comparisons could then be 
made between mental and chronological ages at which a 
child attained a concept. Eight different number concept· 
tests were given to children; these tests consisted of 
various tests of correspondence, seriation, and class 
inclusion. 
Teachers in the study were asked to rank their 
pupils according to arithmetic ability. Five categories 
were established and ranked as follows: 
Rank l. Children with no number ability and who 
were unable to pick o~t five or more 
objects from a group. 
Rank 2. Children who could pick out five or more 
objects from a group. 
Rank 3. Children v?ho could do simple adcUt ion and 
subtraction with or without the use of 
count.ers. 
Rank 4 ,. Children who could do simple problems 
stated in writing or verbal form with 
apparent understanding. 
Rank 5. Children who could do all of the problems 
done by all of the children in the lower 
ranks and beyond. 
Teachers found it difficult to rank children 
according to the categories mentioned: however, after the 





Sixty-two per cent of the children ranked in the fifth 
category gave operational responses to Piagetian number 
concepts. Twelve to. 13·per cent of the children in 
ranks 2 through 4 gave operational responses while none 
of the children ranked in the first category gave 
operational responses. 
Al t:hough Piaget never intended to have his 
should be able to do, it has been demonstrated by Hood 
that there is a positive comparison between number 
concepts and arithmetic ability. Children with greater 
abilit:y in arithrne·tic tend to have a higher per cent of 
operational responses. While children vlith less ability 
in arithmetic tend to have a lower per cent of oper~tibnal 
responses. Children may, as Hood observes, be taught 
methods of problem solving. 
Hood observes: 
A child may be trained, not only in mechanical 
processes, but on problems work,_to act as if he 
understood number. Methods of solving a 
problem may be skillfully taught, ••• and the 
presence or absence of the concepts themselves 
does not constitute for him an element in the 
problem.,29 





tl?:_~ C!]._ild ~-§. C<?..£~.e.2t:~?.:~ 9."£ NUYf}_beE, 
LeBlanc 30 studied the performances of first grade 
children in problem solving and the relation of this 
performance to four ~ve1s of conservation of numerousness. 
The children in the sample were also divided into I.Q. 
groups so that it was possible to assess the relationship 
levels of intelligence, and levels of problem solving 
difficul.-ty. 
The subjects were 400 first grade children,· all 
of whom were given four tests: a Kuhlman Anderson Group 
I.Q. Test, a pretest of conservation of numerousness, a 
problem solving test in subtraction, and a subtraction 
facts ·test. Childn~n included in tb.e s·tudy \7ere divided 
into three groups based on their i.Q. scores. The ranges 
of I.Q. scores were 78-100, 101-113, and 114-140. Approxi-
mately one·-third of the ·total cumulative frequency v1as 
within each I.Q. ra.nge. 'rhe four categories in which 
children were placed on the pretest of conservation of 
numerousness were as follows: level 1, all four items on 
the test were answered correctly; level 2, all of the items 
on.two.tests.were answered correctly; level 3, all of the 
30 John Francis LeBlanc 1 ' 11rhe Performance of F'irst 
Grade Children in Four Levels of Conservation of Numerous-
ness and 'rhree I. Q. Groups when. Solving Ari thmet :i.e Subtrac-· 
tion Problems 1 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Universi.ty 





items on one test were answered correctly; level 4, 
none of the items on the test were answered correctly. 
The subtraction pro~lem solving test contained eighteen 
problems. These problems we~e divided into two groups of 
nine problems each. The first group of problems involved 
no transformations (real or implie& physical action that 
transforms the object); the other group of problems invol-
subdivided so that there were three problems with mani-
pulative aids, three problems with pictorial aids, and 
three problems with no aids. Each problem was read to the 
child and the experimenter 8isplayed the appropriate material 
if the problem involved a manipulaJcive or pictorial aid. 
The subtraction facts testt like the problem solving 
test:, con·tained sub-traction comb:Lna.tions vdt.h numerals 
less than nine. 
An analysis of vari~nce was used to test the 
statistical significance of the data gathered~ Statistical 
analysis revealed that the relation between conservation of 
numerousnes::> and problem. solving vlas significant. at the 
.01 level. LeBlanc states: 
The most significant outcome of this study is the 
relationship of conservation of numerousness as 
measured by the pretest ·to childr-en's :performance in a 
problem solving test. Although all children received 
training based on the same curriculum, the performances 
of the children categorized into four levels of conser-
vation of numerousness were significantly different. 
The children who did well on the conservation test did 




who did poorly on the conservation test did poorly 
on the problem solving test.31 
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Children in the various I.Q. groups did not do significantly 
better than any other I.Q. group on the subtraction 
problems. A correlation between problem solving tests and 
the number facts ·test was found statistically significant 
but the correlation was low (.39). LeBlanc concludes: 




number fa c·t s and their er forma nee of the p:::_:r::-. o~b=-=. -=1'-=e~m-=-----::c------------:---~ 
solving test is questionable. Surely, knowledge of. 
basic facts is not sufficient for success in problem 
solving.32 
Children also performed significantly better on some types. 
of problems than others. Children performed better on 
problems where there were aids and a transformation and 
poorer on problems where there were no aids or transfer-
mations. 
The results of LeBlanc's study have a number of 
implications for the present study of subtrac·tion. While 
conservation of numerousness is a significant factor in a 
child's problem solving ability, it remains to be 
established that conservation is a significant factor in 
computation of the subtraction facts. Children's perfor-
mance with problems that involved aids was better than 
their performance without aids. This would seem to support 
Piaget's contention that children in the concrete 
operational.periods.of development can think logically 
36 
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with real materials but have difficulty when they are 
asked to think logically in the absence of materials. 
Since LeBlanc did not give the ages of the children who ~ 
~=== 
L 
were operational or non--operational on t:he conservation 
test, comparison to·the ages predicted by Piaget cannot 
be made. 
Research reviewed in this chapter was organized 
into five sections. First, Piaget•s theory of intellectual 
development was reviewed. Nex.Jc, the discussion of the 
child 1 s conception of number was limit.ed to conservation of 
numerical quantities, serj.ation, and quantitative class 
inclusion. Pia(jet leaves li·ttle doubt tha·t there is a 
direct connection between the child's logical developmerrt 
and his dev~;lopmen·l: of i.:he conception of number. In the 
third section, other research studies were reviewed. In 
general these sJcudies indicate that 1 while there is a close 
connection between the child 1 s age and his stage of 
development., it is subject to individual variations. 
Intelligence of the child seems to be one of the factors 
that is responsible for some of the variations noted. The 
last two sections address the child's problem of logical 
development as it: rela·tes to his abi1:L·ty in arithmetic 
and to his ability to do subtraction. Although very 
few studies have been done on subtraction, evidence available 
indicates that a search for statistically significant 
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relationships between subtraction and conservation of 
numerical quantities, seriation, and quantitative.cl<lss 
inclusion may be fruitful. ln the chapter that follows, -· 
t------== 
. 
the methods and procedures used in this investiga-tion will 
be discussed. 
CHAPTER III r:-----------r,i 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The procedures which were used in this investi-
gation will be discussed under the following six headings: 
population and sample, procedUJ.:-es 1 hypo·theses, measures 
of ability to subtract, measures of logical thinking, and 
statistical design. 
Lodi is ·the second largest cornrnuui ty in San Joaquin 
County and has a population of about 30,000 people. 
Because of rapid growth of the city's population in iecent 
years, Lodi has one old residential area and one large new 
area. Families that live in the older area tend to have 
less wealth than families that live in the newer residential 
areas. 
The majority of the residents are middle-class Whites. 
Since there are very few industries in Lodi, many of the 
residents commute to nearby areas such as Stockton or 
Sacramento. Agricultural interests in and near Lodi provide 




A totil of ninety children were selected from 
Garfield, Erma Reese, and Vinewood Elementary Schools. ~ f!=== 
H 
Garfield School is located in the.older residential area 
of town while Er~a Reese and Vinewood Schools are located 
in the newer residential areas. Garfield School has grades 
kindergarten through the third grade. About 230 first, 
According to the 1972 statistics compiled by the San 
Joaquin County Schools Department, 59 per cent of the child-· 
ren attending Garfield School come from homes with low 
incomes. Erma Reese School has grades kindergarten through 
the sixth grade. There are about 240 children in the first, 
second 1 and third grade; 8 per cent of the children ~n this 
attendance area come from homes with low incomes. Vinewood 
Scho61 also has grades kindergarten through the sixth grade; 
4 per cent of the children at Vinewood School come from 
families with low incomes. 
Thirty children were randomly selected from each 
school on the basis of a computation test in subtraction. 
The method which was used in the selection process and the 
testing procedures vJill be discussed in the next: section. 
ProcE;dures 
Children in the first, second, and third grades at 
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Garfield, Erma Reese, and Vinewood Schools were given a paper 
and pencil test in subtraction computation. The computation 
test consisted of four tests with seven problems on each 
tes·t-. Children able to pass the first.- two tes·ts were given 
the next two tests~ The followin~ is the order of diffi-
culty of each test: 






----- through eighteen. 
Test 3. Subtraction of two- and three-dj.git 
numbers above twenty that do not require 
regrouping. 
Test 4. Subtraction of tvw- and three--digit 
numbers above twenty that need to be 
regrouped. 
Testing was done by the investigator with the 
cooperation of the classroom teachers. The following tests 
were given at each grade level: 
§~.£.~!]:d SLE.~-~~-~-= tests )-, 2, 3, and 4. 
Children in the first grade who passed both tests 1 and 2 
were given tests 3 and 4. To pass a test the child was 
required to correctly compute five out of the seven items 
on each test. Copies of the four computational tests may 
be found in Appendix A. 
Upon completion of the testing, children were 
ranked according to the test of highest numerical value 
' 
they passed. Children passing test 4 were eliminated from 
tlw sample, becai..1se their computational ability was beyond 
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the limits of this investigation. A list of random numbers 
was used to select ten children from each of the remaining 
three groups. A total of thirty children were selected 
from lists compiled at each school for a total of ninety 
children. 
Three different subtraction tests that required the 
use of manipulative materials were constructed. Each of 
the tests were comparable to one of the comput~tion tests 
given in the preceding section. Samples of the scripJc iJ.sed 
for the manipulative tests may be found in Appendix B. 
Children were given the ~inipulative test which 
corresponded to the computational test with the highest 
rank which was passed. The minimum number of problems ·the 
child was expected to perform correctly was two problems 
out of three. Since the last two problems on each of the 
·tes·t.:s involved a physical t~ransformat:i..on .(some ()f ·t11e b1ocks 
were hidden fro~ the child•s view), these problems were con-
sidered to have cJrea·ter importance when ·the t:est was scored. 
Following each of the subtraction tests each child 
was given a Piagetian logical thinking task. These t.asks 
were given as follows: 
1. Conservation of numerical quantities tasks were 
given to children in the subtraction level 1 
group. 
2. Conservation of numerical quantities and 
seriation tasks were given to children in the 




3~ Conservation of numerical quanti·ties 1 seriation, 
and quantitative class inclusion tasks were 
given to children in the subtraction level 3 
group. 
Samples of the scripts used for each of the above Piagetian 
tasks may be found in Appendix c. 
The individual tests for subtraction and logical 
thinking were given by the investigator and one volunteer 
who had two years of teaching experience with elementary 
and secondary students. Prior to the administration of 
the individual subtraction tests that required the use of 
manipulative materials and again prior to ·the adrninis·tra·tion 
of the Piagetian tasks, practice sessions. were held~ Each 
script was carefully followed. 
Approximately half of the children in the sample-
were tested by the principal investigator. The other 
half were tested by the volunteer tester. At the end of 
each tes·ting session 1 the responses made by each child 
were reviewed and scored cooperatively. 
Each of the testing sessions was recorded. In cases 
where ·there was some doub·t about: ·the administra-tion or 
scoring of a particular test, the tapes were reviewed by 







The hypotheses stated in Chapter I are stated 
here in the form of null hypotheses. 
H0 2 : 
H0 3 : 
H0 5 : 
There is no significant difference between. 
t:he number of children Hho have an £).)~_!::_§1ti:_'!_~ 
knowledge of the subtrac·tion facts one 
through nine and_the number of children who 
have a f?.Eyrativ~ knowledge of the same 
subtraction facts in their ability to give 
operational responses to conservation of 
numeric~l quarrtities tasks. 
There is no signifj.cant difference between the 
number of children who have an ~E~·t-=!:.:'!~. 
knowledge of the subtraction facts ten through 
eighteen and the number of children who have 
a L'!:Si~Fa!.~:~-~~ knowledge of the same subtraction 
facts in their ability to give operational 
responses to conservation of numerical 
quantities ta$ks. 
Th~re is no significant difference between 
the number of childn:m who have an £Eer~~~LY.!::. 
knowledge of the subtraction facts ten 
through eighteen_and_the number of children 
who have a figurative knowledge of the same 
subtrac·tion-~·fa.cT:S--rr;·--their ability to give 
operational responses to seriat~on tasks. 
There is no significant difference between 
the number of children who have an s~~E~tj.::.ve 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do 
not require regrouping and_the number of 
children ~.vho have a i:)--CJ.l;}E~t~v~ knowledge 
of the same subtraction facts in thej.r 
ability to give operational responses to 
conservation of numerical quant.ities tasks. 
There is no significant difference between 
the number o:E children who have an _<?J?.e£§1:.~l:.Y~ 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping and the number of children 
who have a figurative knowl~dge of the same 
subtrac·tion-facts ir1-··their ability to give 





There is no significant difference between 
t.he number of children who have an operative 
knowledge of subtrac·tion using bvo---ancC~-­
three-digit numbers above twenty that do 
not require regrouping and.the number of 
children who have a f'.~~:....C::!J.v~ knmvledge of 
the same subtraction facts in their ability 
to ~rive operation.al r~sponses ·to quantitative 
class inclusion tasks. 
Problems for the computation tests of subtraction 
were provided by CTB/McGraw-Hil1 loca.ted in .Monh~re~{, 
California. 'rhe problems wErr.·e selecJced .from eight different 
standardized tests which were administered to more than 
200,000 students. The items were chosen on the basis of 
item analysis for their ability t6 discriminate grade 
levels. Information by the publisher concerning each 
test item may be found in Appendix D. 'l'he per cent of 
children in the national sample who passed each item and 
the grade level of the children tested are given. A 
letter from the Director of Test Development gives further 
information about the computational items supplied for 
this investigation. 
Fort.y test items vwre provided by C'I'B/McGraw-Hill; 






the ten items had four answer choices as provided by the 
publisher, these item responses were not used in the experi-
mental testing. Children were required to respond by 
recalling the correct response in each testing. Thre~ of 
the ten items for each of the four tests were randomly 
selected for use with the subtraction ·tes·t that requires 
the use of ma.nipulative materials. Since a manipulative 
test was not constructed usin the subtraction problems 
from the fourth test, these three items were discarded. The 
·twenty-eight subtraction problems that remained vmre given 
to sixty-one first, second, and third grade children not 
included in the study. Two weeks later the test was given 
again and a test-retest reliability coefficient for each 
of the grades was calculated. The coefficients found for 




The Pearson r correlation coefficient 
for twenty cEildren in the sample was 
.72. 
The Pearson r correlation coefficient 
for SE!Venteeri' children in i:::he sample 
was .56. 
The Pearson r correlation coefficient 
for twEmty-f.our children in the sample 
was • ·;s. 
Since test scores were used to establish the level 





reliability coefficien·t:s were generally acceptable. The 
fact that the correlation coefficient for the second grade 
class was much lower than the first and third grade 
coefficients could not be explained. Dat.a used to calculate 
each correlation is displayed in Appendix E. 
The subtraction problems selected for use with 
manipulative materials were presented in the following 
order~ 
1. The child was given a set of blocks to count. A 
problem was then stated in which the child was 
requ:i..red ·to shov1 the number of blocks in t:he set 
that belonged t0 a remainder set. 
2. The child was given a set of blocks to count. A 
screen was then placed in front of the blocks. 
After some of the blocks were placed in front of 
the screen, the child was instructed to find 
the number of blocks that remained behind the 
screen. Extra blocks were made available to the 
child for the solution of the problem. 
3. Two equal sets of blocks were presented to the 
child. After each set of blocks was counted, 
some of the blocks from one of the sets were 
placed behind a screen. The qhild was then 
instructed to find the number of blocks that 
were placed behind the screen. 
Between eight to ten children were randomly selected 
from each of three groups: children who could only compute 
problems on test 1, 2, or 3. (All of the children selected 
were also part of the reliability study described in the 
previous section.) Each child was then given the appropriate 
manipulat:ive test of su.btract:ion that corresponded to his 
pJ.acement as determined by the computation test. Children 
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who were unsuccessful on the computation test were unsuccess-
ful on the manipulatj.ve test. Children who were relatively 
successful on the computation test were not always successful 
on the m<:mipulative t·est; however, children ·who were hiqhly 
successful on the computation test were highly successful 
on the manipulative test. 
To test conservation of numerical quantities, two 
conservation tasks were used. These tasks are similar to 
l the conservation tasks used by Millie Almy in her work 
with second grade children. Out of a group of 629 second 
grade children participating in the study, Almy found 366 
second grade children who were operational on the two 
conservation tasks of numerical quantities. 
Inthe first conservation task eleven yellow 
blocks and foux·teen blue blocks were placed in front of 
the child. After the yellow and blue blocks were arranged 
in two parallel rows, the child was asked if there were 
as many yellow blocks as blue blocks. He was then given 
some yellow blocks and asked to make the yellow row the same 
as the blue row. After the child achieved this task, the 
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blue blocks were pushed together. Again, the child was 
asked if the two sets of blocks were equivalent. N~xt the 
row of yellow blocks was spread out and the child was asked 
the same question. 
In the second task sixteen yellow blocks were 
placed in a row in front of the child. He was then 
instructed to count the blocks. After the blocks were 
that the row was longer. The child was then asked to tell 
how many blocks there were in the row (he was not allowed 
to recount the blocks)~ Next, the blocks were pushed into 
a pile. The child was asked to tell without counting how 
many blocks \vere in the pile. A copy of the script used 
for the conservation of numerical quantities tasks and the 
other Piagetian tasks that follow are found in Appendix c. 
Seriation 
Instead of using three dimensional objects as were 
used by Piaget, a set of cards with pictures of farmers and 
shovels were used. 2 Almy· also used pictures in her research 
with second grade children. Her results indicate that this 
task was extremely difficult for second graders. Only 5 
per cent of the children were operational on the ordination, 
seriation, and reordering task and 15 per cent of the child-
ren '\vere opera.tional on both the ordina·tion and seria·tion ·•· 
3
-b'd ::_ _ _: ___ • I p. E>4. 
Alroy's results on the seriation task with second 
graders agrees favorably with the results obtained in a 
similar experiment done by E. H. Hood: 
Using drawings of ten boys differing in size and 
and a complementary set of ten hoops, (the test) 
required the child to put each set into serial order 
and then to make the two sets correspond. She found 
this to be one of the most difficult of the tasks 





6 per cent of her normal subjects had reached the level 
of operational thought that enabled them to solve this 
problem of seriation. Of the eight-year-olds 34 per 
~----~--~--~~~------------~-------c~~t, and o£ the nine-year-olds, 75 per cent, were at 
tlns level. 
In this investigation, two sets of ten cards were 
used. One set of cards had ten men differing in size by 
three-eights of an inch in height. The second set of 
cards contained a complementary set of shovels. Three 
types of problems were posed ~lith the cards: serial order, 
ordination, and reordering. 
Serial order.--The two sets of cards were shown to 
the child. From the set of cards with men on them, the 
two smallest and the two largest men were placed two feet 
apart.. The child \vas asked ·to arrange the remaining cards 
in their proper order. If the child ordered the set properly, 
he proceeded to the second task; however, if the child made 
an error, the error was corrected before the child was 
allowed to proceed tofue second part. In the second parti 
the child was asked to find the shovel that went with each 
···--·---.._ .. ._....._.;_ ....... ___ ,,~-- ....... --
4 J·b' 'd 
...:.;_2: __ < I p. 3 7 • 
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man after the largest and smallest shovel had been placed 
at the foot of each corresponding man. 
Qrdi!.l-~.!:.~_<2.!2.· --In ·this ·task, each man was matched 
with a complementary shovel; then the row containing the 
shovels was displaced three cards to the left. The child 
was then asked to find the shovels that belonged to three 
specified men. 
~-~Fder:iESI.• ---The men r,vere placed in a ro\v and the 
shovels were scrambled~ The evaluator then asked the child 
to find a shovel tha·t belonged to a designated man. 
class i11(~lrtsio11 l1.e fol1nd tl1at. chilci:ren v1er·e not able to 
understand the logical relationship of the parts to the 
whole until about the age of seven. In subsequent studies 
done by Inhelder and Piaget6 it was found that the majority 
of children are not truly operational until after the age 
.of seven. 7 This finding is substantiated by Alroy who 
found that children do not begin to gain a good grasp of 
class inclusion until they are beyond the age of seven. 
5 ° I 1 ~1 ° J Jean P1.age-c, ~h~ S":::l_:_~_ld ~ 
The Norton Library (New York: W. 
Inc., 1952), pp. 161-184. 
6 ... . 
Bar~el Inhelder and Jean 
2..~- Lo_g..:~~?.. -~~ ~\:1~~ 5::!!~.~ 1 d ( N e vJ York : 
1964), pp. 100-149. 
f.?..E_C ep_!~E-~. -~L t!~~~egE I 
w. Norton and Company, 
Piaget, The Early Growth 
Harper and-n.'();-;-,-Publi'f3Eers, 
'I Almy and l.l..ssociates 1 Log:_;i.ca.~ ~~hin~.:!:£:51, p. 163 ,. 
In this study two class inclusion tasks were 
required of the student. The tasks selected were similar 
8 to those used by Almy. Copies of the scripts used for 
the cla.ss inclusion tasks may be found in 1\ppc~ndix c. 
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Plastic spacemen were used in the first task. I\ box 
containing five blue and three white spacemen was placed 
J.n front of ·the child; the follo~ving questions were asb:~d: 
2. Are there more blue spacemen, more white 
spacemen or are they the same? 
3. Are there more blue spacemen, more plastic 
spacemen or are they the same? 
4. How can you tell? 
In the second task seventeen plastic Unifix Blocks 
were used, twelve of the blocks were blue and five of the 
blocks were yellow. The blocks were placed ~n front of the 
child and the follo\ving questions Nere asked: 
1. Are the blue blocks made of plastic? Are the 
yellow blocks made of plastic? 
2. Are there more blue blocks, more plastic blocks 
or are they the same? 
3. How can you tell? 
Subtraction tests 
The computation tests of subtraction were scored on 
the basis of'right mim1s wrong. A child was required to 
correctly compute at least five of the seven computation 
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problems on a test to have a passing score for that test. 
Each of the manipulative tests of subtraction 
contained three items. A correct numerical solution for 
~---
each of the items was given one point: a second point was 
given to the child for each item on which he gave V(-'!rbal ~ -----------
-----"--
responses that. indicated his method of solution was 
rational and not just a guess. Total point scores of five 
four points, his score was passing if he received two 
points on each of the last two problems. 
A major consideration in scoring the Piagetian 
tasks was to identify those children who blearly gave 
characteristic operational responses to each of the tasks. 
Children who gave operational responses for some but not 
all of the tasks were not considered to be fully operational. 
two conservation tasks contained three parts. In the first 
two parts of each test one point was given for a correct 
answer. A characteristic operational response on the last 
part of each test was given one point. To be considered 
operational on the conservation tasks, the child had to 
receive a total of six points • 
. ~:..~Fi~t~~E:· -·-'rhe Ele:ciation task consisted of tlu:ee 
part.s: serial order, ordination 1 and reordering; 'l'he first 
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two parts contained three items that were scored ~ero if 
there were errors and one if done correctly. The reordering 
--------
task was scored zero if the child made an error and two 
points for a correct answer and a characteristic operation-
Q _______________ _ 
al response. A child was considered to be operational on 
the ordination task if he received a score of three points 
and operational on both ordination and reordering if his 
score was :cs_ve. 
inclusion tasks contained two parts. A child was given 
one point for a correct response and no points for an 
incorrect or non-operational response. To be considered 
operationil on the class inclusion tasks, the child had to 
receive a total of four points. 
Da·ta collected will be entered on the con.tin~Jency 
tables shown below. Tables 1 through 6 will be used to 
test ~he hypotheses stated earlier. A chi-square test of 
statistical significance will be used to test each 
hypothesis. Significance at the .05 level will be 
accepted. 
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'rABLE 1 o -··-Contingency table showing the number of children 
who are judged to be operational or non--opera-· 
tional on conservation of numerical_quantities 
tasks and who have either an £12..~...E.~~i~.~ or a 









.bper4- _Non~oper •. 
TA.BLI: 2 D ----Cont inqency table showing the numbe:r of children 
who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on conservation of numerical. CfU<'mtities 
tasks and who have either an operative or a 













'l'A.BLE 3. ·--Contingency table showing the number of children 
who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on seriation tasks and who have either 
an g~~.-.~i:?'-.9.. or a. f:~gux:::.'l_"t:._ive understanding of 








_ Oper4 .. Non~oper •. 
'rotal 
'I'ABLE 4. -·-Contingency ·table .sho·,.J:ing th.e number of children 
who are jv.d~Ted to be operational or non---op_era·-
tional on conservation of numerical.quantitie.s 
tasks and who have either an operative or a 
















5.--Contingency table showing the number of ch~ldren 
who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on seriation tasks and who have either 
an 9l?.~~!~i:.Y-~. or a figy_;·at~:.::_~~ understanding of· 
level 3 subtraction. 
/ 




F' is-:ru:r:a t: i ve 
~['otal 
Ability to Total 
Seriate 
Oper •. Non~oper •. 
-------~ ... -·----·-~·-~------. ._.... ..... _____________ ~ ... .----.-··~--------· 
. -
'TZ1.BLE 6 ~ .... "contingency table showing· the number of children 
v.rho are judged to be opera·tional or non-opera-· 
tional on quantitative class inclusion tasks 
and who have e i·ther an ~}2~!::§1-..!: i v.~ or a f ~_g~l_:lrat::.i.::::..~. 
understanding of level 3 subtraction. 
J ______ .,..~.--.......-..-. • ..--........ ---·'-~ ----... ----~------.. ---·---·--.. -----





Oper. Non--oper • 
'I'o'cal 




........_ _____ ··-----.-"-~------·---- ... --"'""'""----·-- ..... --------~----~---
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In this chapter the experimental procedures and 
methods for gathering the data have been discussed. The 
sample consisted of ninety first, second, and third grade 
'' --------
children in three different Lodi elementary schools. 
Children in the sample were given subtraction tests and 
logical thinking tasks for the purpose of comparing their 
logical thinking tasks. 
'l'he research dat:a collected will be presented in 
Chapter IV. A statistical analysis of this data will be 
performed by using a chi-square test of significance~ 
CHAprfER TV 
RESULTS OF.' THE S'I'UDY 
In-troduc·tion 
Data gathered to test the comparison between 
children 1 s log1cal development and the1r ab1l1ty to 
subtract will be presented in the order that the 
hypotheses were stated in Chapter I. For the purpose 
of clarity the hypotheses will be considered in groups 
according to the level of subtraction difficulty tested. 
Hypothesis number one will be presented, then hypotheses 
numbers ·.two and t.hree, fol.lowed by hypothc~ses numbers 
four, five, and six. 
H0 1 : 
Resul·ts 
There is no significant difference.between the 
number of children who have an <'>perative know-
ledge of tb.e subtraction facts one--t'hroug'b. nine. 
and t.he number of children who have a £.~.9'2.~~-t i ... ~~ 
knowledge of the same subtraction facts in their 
abil3.ty to give operational responses to conser-
vation of numerical quantities tasks. 
The first hypothesis was tested with thirty 
children who passed the level 1 computation test of 
subtraction. Each child was given two additional tests: 
a subtraction test using manipulative materials and a 
conservation of numerical quantities task. Data gathered 




TABLE 7.--Results of the manipulative test in subtraction 
and conservation of numerical quantities tasks 
for children passing the level 1 computation test 



































Level 1 Manipulative 
Test of Subtraction 




87 4 4 
79 2 6 
79 5 6 
B2 6 6 
85 2 1 
79 6 3 
79 6 6 
83 6 3 
76 6 6 
78 6 0 
77 6 6 
80 6 6 
87 6 6 
90 6 3 
79 5 3 
111 6 1 
79 6 1 
78 2 6 
87 5 3 
79 3 1 
79 6 6 
85 6 6 
82 6 6 
78 6 4 
86 6 1 
78 5 6 
80 5 3 
82 3 3 
86 2 3 






Table 7 reveals that the mean age of the children 
in the sample is eighty-two months. Twenty-two children 
out of thirty were judged to have an £l?.er~~~i~. knmvledge 
of the subtraction facts one through nine. Only eigt~ 
children out of thirty have a f~guE_~_j:iv<:_ knowledge of these 
same subtraction facts. A score of six on the conservation 
test indicated the child was operational; all other scores 
are considered to be non-operational scores. Thirteen 
cihildren out of thirty received operational scores; 
severtteen children received non-operational scores. Data 
used to calculate the chi-square statistical test of 
significance is displayed ip Table B. 
'1'1-\BLE 8.----Cont ingency t.able of the number o:f children who 
are judged to be operational or non-operational 
on conservation of numerical. quant:i:ties. tas]~s. 
and who have eith(::r: an .<.::.12.~-~a!:_~:...'!.~ or j:ig}l_£9:!_:\:.V~ 
understanding of level 1 subtraction. 
f.\.bility to 
Subtract 







( 9. 5) (12.5) 
2 6 








'rhe critical value for rejection of the null 
hypothesis at the .05 level of significance is a value 
greater than or equal to 3.84 for one degree of freedom. 
Since the value calculated is 0.69, differences between 
the number of children who have an £E~.:r:_~tive knowledge of 
subtraction facts one through nine and the number of 
children who have a .f.~~Eat;_;,iy~ knowledge of the same sub-
traction facts in their ability to give operational responses 
to conservation of numerical quantitj_es tasks are 
non-·significant ~ 
H0 3 : 
There in no significant d~fference.between the 
number of children who have an operative · 
kno\-Jledqe of the subtraction facrs·-rei·i--··fhrou~fh 
eighteen and the number of children who have a 
.~l:~E-~~~J~~ kn01t.Jled9e of the same subtraction 
facts in their ability to give operational 
responses to conservation of numerical quantities 
taGks .. 
There is no significant difference.between the 
number of children who have an ~f.!E..~-~~~-~~t=;. knowledge 
of the subtraction facts ten through.eighteen and 
tb.e number of children who have a fio·urative know-
ledge of the same subtraction fact:s-··""'in~thei'r abil--
ity to give operational responses to seriation 
·tasks. 
To test hypotheses two and three 1 a sample of thirty 
children were selected who passed t:he level 2 computational 
test ( >chE.~ subtrac·t:Lon facb-; >cen through eight:een). 'Ehese 
children were given an equivalent subtraction test using 
manipulative materj_als. Following this test, children 
were given two Piagetian tasks: conservation of numerical 
quan>cities and seriation. 'l,he da·ta for each child tested 
is recorded in Table 9. 
-· ,,,__ _ 
~ 
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'l'ABI.E 9. --Results of the level 2 manipulative test in 
subtraction and two Piagetian logical development 
tasks for children who passed the level 2 
computation test of subtraction. 
Subjec·t AgE~ in 
Mon·ths 
Level 2 Mahipulative Conservation Seriation 












































































2 6 ') .) 
2 6 2 
0 6 2 
0 0 2 
2 2 1 




4 6 2 
3 6 0 
2 6 1 
2 3 3 
2 3 1 
Q 3 2 
4 3 2 
6 3 
4 6 3 
3 6 3 
4 6' 2 
3 6 1 
2 3 3 
4 3 3 
2 3 2 
3 3 1 




The cumulative data from Table 9 reveals that the 
mean age of the children in i.:he sample is eighty-·eigh·t 
months e Eight children out of thirt~y '\!Jere judged to have 0-_---
an £Eerai.:~.~~ knowled9e of the subtraction facts ten 
through eigh·teen; twenty-two out of thirty have a fi_g_if2-:ati:_~<::. 
knowledge of these same facts. Childr~n receiving a score 
of six on ·the ~onservation tasks had operational scores. 
score of five on the seriation tasks was an operational 
score for the entire series of tasks; a score of three on 
the seriation tasks was an operational s~ore for all of 
the seriation tasks up to ahd including ordination 
(conservation of a serial correspondence). Scores less 
than three were considered to be non-operational scores. 
The table above reveals that fifteen children have 
operational scores on the conservation of numerical 
quant.ities tasks, and fifteen children have non-operational 
scores. Eleven children had operational scores on con-
serving a serial correspondence, and nineteen children 
were considered to be non~operational. None o£ the 
children in the sample had operational scores for the 
ordinal correspondence task which would have given them a 
total score of five. Data used to calculate the chi-square 
statistical test of significance is displayed in Table 10. 
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'I' ABLE 10.--Contingency table of the number of children 
who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on conservation of numerical.quantities 
tasks and .. who have either an ope!-'at_~...Y.2. or a 
.:U:.9.~.E.~t.L"'!.~ understanding of level 2 subtraction. 
Ability to 
Subt:ract 




















The critical value for rejection of the null 
hypothesis at the .05 level of significance is a value 
greater than or equal to 3.84 for one degree of freedom. 
Since the value calculated is 0.11; differences between 
t:he number of children who have an _9j)~ativ~ knowledge of 
the subtraction facts ·ten ·through eighteen and the number 
of childx:en who have a f_~-q~u_:E~~t:_?..v~ knowledc,:Je of the same 
subtract: ion fact.s in their ability t:o ·give operational 
responses to conservation of :numerical quantities tasks 
are non-significant. 
Data used to calculate the chi-square test of 
significance :for hypothesis three is displayed irJ Table 11. 
TABLE 11.--Contingency .table of the number of children 
who are judged to be operational or · 
non-opera·tionaL on. seriation tasks and who 
have either an 2.12erative or a _fig~~J::ive 






Ability to· Total 
Seriate 
Oper. Non-oper. 
------~.....-.... ____ ....;... _________ :---
-----------------
Operative 












The value calculated for the chi-square test of 
statistical significance for hypothesis three is less 
than 3.84; therefore, differences between the number of 
children who have an !?..P..<:?r~!..:!:Y.~. knowledge of the sub--
traction facts ten through eighteen and the number of 
children who b.ave a !i~gurat~~y:~ knowledge of the same 
subtraction facts j.n their ability to give operational 
responses to seriation tasks an~ non-significant. 
H04 : 
H0 5 : 
There is no significant difference between 
the number of children who have an £E~~!::_iv~. 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
"three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regroupin<;r_and the number of children 
who have a i}.:.9::1}3t~y-~ knowledg-e of the same 
subtraction facts in th~ir ability to give 
operational responses to conservation of 
numerical quantities tasks. 
Th~re is no significant difference between 
·the number of children who have an 52£..e_!'~t-~-~ 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
i!-------------1.=-~_:ce__::;q.--=uc:c.l=-· ·=-r_;oe---=r~e"--·qroupinq and the number of children 
who have a figurative knowledge of the same 
sub·traction·-·±·a(~·ts--···ri1their abili·ty i:o give 
operational responses to seriation tasks. 
There is no significant difference between 
t:he number of children vlho have an £P_~ratj:.Y.~ 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping and the nurnber of children 
who have a fiqurative knowledge of the same 
subtraction facts-ir1-~cheir ab:Lli·ty to give 
operational responses to quantitative class 
inclusion i:asks. 
To test hypotheses four, five, and six, one group 
of thirty children were selected who passed the level 3 
computation test (subtraction using two- and three-digit 
numbers above twenty that do not require regrouping). 
These children were given four additional test~: a 
manipulative test of subtraction, conservation of 
numerical quantities tasks 1 seriation tasks, and quan-
titative class inclusion tasks. The data gathered on 
each child is recorded in 'I' able 12 4 
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TABLE 1? ... -~-·Results of ·the level 3 manipulative test in 
subtraction and three Pi~getian logical 
development tasks for children who passed 




Subject Age in Level 3 Hanipula.tive · Conser-- Se:d.-- Class 

































































------~--_.--.,. ... _______ ""....._,_...,.._.. 
6 3 4 
6 3 4 
6 3 2 
6 5 4 
6 2 4 
6 3 4 
6 3 2 
1 3 0 
6 3 0 
3 1 0 
6 3 4 
6 3 4 
6 3 0 
6 3 0 
6 2 0 
6 l b 
6 1 0 
6 2 0 
4 2 4 
6 2 0 
6 3 0 
6 5 4 
6 I" ::l 0 
6 3 4 
6 3 0 
3 2 0 
3 2 4 
3 3 4 
4 2 0 
6 2 0 
~ -------------
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Data from 'l'able 12 reveals that the mean C:i.ge of 
the children in the sample is 100 months. Twenty-two 
children oui: of thirty ,.;ere judged to have an g_per_atJ:.Y~. 
knowledge of subtraction of two- and three--digit numbers 
greater than twenty; eight children out of thirty have 
a f_i<;;!~Eat:i~:_:: kno·wledge of these same su.btrac·tj_on problems. 
Children receiving a score of six on the conservation 
tasks had operational scores; less than six was considered 
non-operational. A score of five on the seriation tasks 
was an operational score for the entire series of tasks; 
a score of three on the seriation tasks was an operational 
score for all of the seriation tasks up to and including 
ordination (conservation of a serial correspondence). 
Scores less than three were considered to be non-operational 
scores. Three children received a score of five on the 
seriation tasks. Eighteen children out of thirty were 
operational on the ordination task; t0elve children out 
of thirty were non-operational. A score of four on the 
quantitative class inclusion tasks was considered to be 
an operational score; scores less than four are non-operation-
al. Twelve children out of thirty received operational 
scores, and eighteen children ou·t of thirty received 
non-operational scores. Data used to calculate the 
chi-square test of significance for hypothesis four is 
displayed in Table 13. 
'' ri--
'I' ABLE 13.--Contingency table showing the number of 
children who are judged to be operational or 
non-operational on conservation of numerical 
quant:ities tasks and. \vho have eii::her an 
9E~~~t~~~ or a !igu~ative understanding of 










(16.9) ( 5 • 1 ) 
2 6 






··-·-~·-·-.... ---... -~--·----·------.._.._.,~_ .. _ .. ___ ,.; ____ .. ____ q ____ _ 
2 X :::.: 12.25 1 p .05 
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The critical value for the rejection of the null hypo-
thesis at the .05 level of significance is a value greater 
than or equal to 3.84 for one degree of freedom. A 
chi-square value as high as 12.25 is significant beyond 
t:he • 001 level. Differences found betv.;reen the number of 
children who have an 2-l?.~~at:iv_~ knowledge of Si.lbtract.ion 
using two- and three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping and the number of children \vho have a 
;Eig_ur?-t_t~~ kno1.vledge o:f the same subtract ion fac·ts in their 
ability to give operational responses to conservation of 
numerical quantities tasks are significant beyond the .001 
level of significance. 
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Table 14 displays the data used to statistically 
tesi; hypo·thesis five. 
TABLE 1.4.--Con·tingency table showing ·the number of children 
· who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on seriation tasks.and who have either 
an operative or a figurative understanding of 












(4.8) ( 3 ., 2) 
18 12 





The chi--square value calculated for hypo·thesis five 
is 3~76. This value indicates that differences between 
the number of children ,._.,ho have an 9l?.~I~t:h_':(_~ knov.Jledge of 
suJ:YI:raction using ·two-·· and three-··d.ig:Lt. numbex·s above 
twE-:mty ·t.hat: do noJc require regrouping and the number of 
chiJ.d:c(m who have a ! .. :L9~~E.~~~-}.Y.:..~ knowledge of:· the same 
subtraction facts in their ability to gi~e operational 
responses to seriation tasks are non-significantw 
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In Table 15 .the data used to statistically test 
hypothesis six is displayed. 
TABLE 15.--Contingency table showing the number of children 
who are judged to be operational or non-opera-
tional on quantitative class. inclusion.tasks 
and who have either an 91=2_~;.£.~.!-~.Y..~ or a .!.2.9.::t.r.~.!:-~.~­












( 3. 2) (4.8) 
12 18 





. __ .........., ____ '"' ...... _.._.,.:_ ... , _________ .. _ .......... _.._, ___ ~ __ .. ______ .. _.~~-·-----·---- .. ..,. ..... 
2 X = 0.64 
Results of the st:ati.stical test for hypothesis 
six reveal a 0.64 chi-square value, This indicates that 
the differences found between t:he number of children who 
have c:m 9.E££<~.!:_).v~~- knmvledge of subtrac-tion using ·two-· 
and t.hre<--~-digit numbers above ·twen·ty that do not require 
regrouping and the number of children who have a f~-g~~~:~J:::::~ 
knowledge of th.e same subtraction fact:s in their abili-ty 
to give opera·l:ional responses to quantitative class inclusion 
tasks ~re non-significant. 
fl __ _ 
---------
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Six hypotheses were tested. The results of 
these hypotheses are as follows: 
H0 1 : 
H0 2 : 
H0 4 : 
There is no significant difference between __ 
the number o:f:: children who have an .?.P~£~-t:iv~ 
knowledge of the subtraction facts one 
through. nine. and ·the number o:E children who 
have a figurative knowledge-of the same sub-
traction---:-ta.ct.sfn' their ability to give 
operational responses to conservation of 
numerical quantities t:asks. (Non-signfican·t 
at the .05 level.} 
There is no significant difference between the 
number of children \vho have an £12~.!~!::.-:i.:.Y..~ 
knowledge of the subtraction facts ten through 
eighteen and the number of children who have 
a _fist~E~_!:i.Y.:~. kno\vledge of the same subtrac·tion 
facts in their ability to give operational 
responses to conservation of numerical quantities 
tasks. (Non-significant at the .05 level.) 
There is no significant difference between 
the m.J.mber of children who have an s::ee£':1:.:~~:y~ 
knowledge of subtr~ction fatts ten through 
e"J.g·ht(~en. and the number of children 'VJho have 
a i.ig_~~!= i v:.~. 'knO\-vledge of Jche s·ame subt:i·act ion 
facts in th~ir·ability to gi~e operational~ 
responses to-seriation tasks. (Non-significant 
at the .05 level.) 
There is no significant difference between 
·the number of children who have an S?J2_E_;ra:t: .. ~·.:!.~. 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrm1ping and the number of children 
who have a. figurat.ive knowledge of the same 
s ubi.~ r:a ct: i on·-·:r_:;;.-c:Cs~··Ti-1-their ab i 1 :L i.: y t: o g i.ve 
operational responses to conservation of 
numerical quantities tasks. (Significant at 
the .001 level.) 
There is no significant difference between the 
number of children v;rho have an g~.J.:a!·.~Y~ 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping.and the number of children 
\vho have cl. .:f:..~Sl~?I~:t~~..Y~ kno~odedge of the same 
'' ---------
H0 6 : 
subtraction facts in their ability to give 
operational responses to seriation tasks. 
(Non-significant at the .05 level.) 
There is no significant difference.between the 
number of children who have an ~Ee~.~!: .. i"Y-~ 
knowledge of subtraction using two- and 
three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping and the number of children 
who have a ;"!'L~.:SE~E§l:'.C::.~:.Y-~ knovJledge. of the same 
subtraction facts in their ability to give 
operational responses to quantitative class 
inclusion tasks. (Non-significant at the .05 
level.) 
The conclusions that can be drawn from these 
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hypotheses will be discussed in the next chapter. Following 
the conclusions, the implications of this study for 
teaching of subtraction will be discussed, and specific 
recommendations will be given for further research. 
R __ _ 
~-
CHl\PTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEA.RCH 
The conclusions that can be drawn from the data 
presented in Chapter IV will be discussed in the order 
that the hypotheses were presented. Following the 
conclusions, the implications and recommend~tions for 
further research will be given • 
.. · .. :, 
Conclusions 
The statistical test for hypothesis one was 
non-significant. This result indicates that there are 
no differences in conservation abilities between children 
who have a computational knowledge of subtraction of 
numbers one throuqh nine and children who have an £:ee~:~_ti,Y~. 
knowledge of these facts. Non-significance should not be 
interpreted to mean that conservation of numerical 
quantities is irrelevant to the child's ability to 
subtract:. Tnst:ead, the data suggest that children do not 
necessarily need to rely on the logical ability tested to 
solve subt.rac'cion problems. It was noted during both the 





subtraction based on manipulative materials that children 
relied on counting techniques to find answers to problems. 
In LeBlanc•s1 study of the performance of first 
grade children in the solution of subtraction word problems 1 
he found a significant relation between the ability to 
solve subtraction word problems and the ability to conserve 
numerical quantities. A correlation was done between 
1----------Jproblem solving and the number facts found in each word 
problem. Since the correlation was very low (£ = .39), 
one would expect the statistical relation between sub-
traction and conservation of numerical quantities i.:o be 
non-significant. This inv~stigation provides the empirical 
evidence that a non-significant relation does exist between 
the subtraction fac·ts on·e through nine and conservation of 
numerical quantities. 
A chi-square test of statistical significance 
proved to be non--significant for hypothesis two. 'rhe 
evidence indicates that there are no differences in ability 
to conserve numerical qua~ntities betv-1een children with 
facts ten through eighteen. This was an unexpected 
1John Francis LeBlanc, 11 The Performance of First 
Grade Children in Four Levels of Cqnserva.tion of Numer-
ousness and Three I.Q. Gioups when Solving Arithmetic 
Subtraction Problems,'' (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Uni~ersity of Wisconsin, 1968), pp. 159-160. 
' ~--::: :--::-==--=-=-=----
n __ _ 
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outcome. However, an interpretation based on the facts 
indicates that children can learn to solve the more 
difficult subtraction facts without using the ability to 
conserveo 
An ability that children used most often was 
counting. On both the computation test and the subtraction 
test based on manipulative materials, in this study 
children frequently used their fingers or made tally marks 
on their papers. Piaget observed that the ability to 
count need not be based on logical processes, and the 
ability to coun·t ra·tionally only requires that the child 
be able to make a one-to-ohe correspondence. 
Successful subtraction strategies were also dis-
played by children who had learned techniques for solving 
the number fac·ts ten through eigh·teen. On one of the 
problems presented in the manipulative test four bloc:ks 
were taken from a group of thirteen blocks. Several 
children found the amoun·t ·that was left by saying, 11 You 
take t.he three from the four. This makes t.en. Then you 
take the one from the ten and this makes nine. That's 
the way I know 13 -· 4 == 9 • '' 
Hood2 made comparisons between children's logical 
development and ·their. ari.t:hmetic abili·ty. The children in 
2H. Blair Hood, 11An Experimental Study of 
'I'heory of the Development of Number in Children," 






·§ ______________ _ 
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Hood's study also demonstrat~d the ability to solve 
computation~l as well as word problems by using learned 
techniques without the need to think in channels that 




Hypothesis three was found to be statistically 
non-significant. There was no significant difference 
be-tween children • s oper.<?-tiv<:: and figurative_ knowledge 
of the subtraction facts ten through eighteen and their 
ability to seriate (conserve a serial correspondence). 
Again, children appeared to be able to channel their 
methods of solution so that seriation was not a necessary 
abilii.:y ~ Some of the counting techniques used by 
children to solve subtraction problems seemed to make use 
of seriation abilities; however, close inspection of 
these counting techniques proved this assumption to be 
false. 
In one of the manipuiative tests of subtraction 
thirteen blocks were placed behind a screen. Four 
blocks were taken from behind the screen and placed in 
front of the child. The child was then asked to deter-
mine the-number of blocks that remained behind the 
screen. Several children after seeing the four blocks 
counted on their fingers, touching each finger saying-, 
'"rh.irteen, twelve, eleven,_ • • • , five. 11 After the 
child counted the fifth finger, he then determined the 
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number of fingers touched. 
Hy:eoth~sis Four ---------- ---- ----
Perhaps the most significant result of this study 
is the outcome of hypothesis four~ A chi-square test of ,-i --------
significance showed that differences tested are signifi-
cant beyond the .001 level. This result would strongly 
suggest. that children's abi1 i ty to understand the _9~rat~~~ 
-----~---
aspect of subtraction (subtraction of two- and three-digit 
numbers greater than twenty that do not require regrouping) 
is related to their ability ·to conserve numerical quan-
tities. Children who lack the ability to conserve numer-
ical quantities are able to compute subtraction problems 
at this level; however, their ability is not based on 
logic. Piaget 3 identifies conservation as the most funda-
mental of all logical processes and as a necessary condi-
tion for all rational activity. Piaget's prediction was 
found to be quite accurate in t;he case of subtraction of 
two- and three-digit numbers greater than twenty that do 
not require regr·ouping. At this level of subtraction 
difficulty, children need to use their conservation 
abilities to solve subtraction problems based on real 
material of the type used in this investigation. 
From the comparison of the results of hypotheses 
one.throngh four.it_can be conjectured that in subtracting 
3J~an Piaget, The Child•s Conception of Number 
(New York: N. w. Nort()J.1":"" ai1c1company-,-Tnc.-~--196sT~p-. -3 ~ 
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the facts one through eighteen the child can treat real 
quantities as though they were composed of finite units 
which do not necessarily have ordinal propert.ies. These 
units may.be distributed along a linear continuum so that 
g _________ _ 
=---they may be treated in easily perceived groups. Thus, 
the child may carry out the subtraction operation by 
taking one unit at a time or a small grou~ of units away 
from a collection of real objects. This approach to 
subtraction is not successful when applied to concrete 
situations where the quantities involved are greater than 
twenty and the m~terials are not easily broken into 
individual uni·ts which can· be distributed in a linear 
fashion. Lack of success at ·this p0in'c 'is due to at: least 
two £actors: the magnitude of the quantities involved 
and the ability to think of the quantities involved as 
being transformed into another arrangement. 
The statistical test for hypothesis five was 
non-significant. The results indicate that there are no 
differences in the seriation ability of children who 
have a computational knowledge of subtraction using two-
and three-digit numbers above tvJent:y that do not require 
regrouping and children who have an ~~t~~ knov71edge 
of subtraction on the same level of difficulty. As· 
in the earlier findings the non--significan·t results incH-
.cate that the child can use abilities other than se~iation 
--- -·-------------~-----· -
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(conservation of a serial correspondence) to find ans~ers 
to the subtraction problems. Evidence gathered from the 
individual tests of subtraction based on manipulative 
materials substantiates this conclusion. The preferred 
method of solution used by the children in this experiment 
was to treat the subtraction of two large numbers as a 
series of smaller subtraction problems~ The hundreds were 
Each of the differences were then combined or stated as 
separate differences. Since regrouping was not involved in 
any of the problems, children were able to find the answer 
by simply sta·ting the separate differences beginning wH:h 
the hundre:ds ~ 
In hypothesis six the differences found between 
children with an £E~at~~ and figurat~~~ knowledg·e of 
subtraction using two- and three-digit numbers above 
twen·'cy that do not require regrouping and quantitative 
class inclusion are non-significant. This outcome is 
in agreement with the results of hypothesis five on 
seriation; however, the ability of the child to 
conceptually combine the Diense blocks (hundreds, tens, 
and units blocks) should logically entail the inclusion of 
t.he separate groups of blocks into an integrated vJhol.e. 
In the discussion of the chil.drens' methods of solutio~ 






avoid the problem of inclusion by not combining the 
subordinate parts to create an integrated whole. 
Out of the thirty subjects tested only two 
children were noticeably troubled by the part to whole 
relation. During one of the manipulative tests of sub-
traction, the investigator took a hundreds block and 
seven units blocks from a group of Diense blocks. The 
chJ.ld was asked to determlne the number o:r:Dlocks that 
were missing. One child looked at the hundreds stack 
that remained on the table and said, "You took one 
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hundred because there is one missing." Then he looked at 
the units blocks and said, "No, you took seven. {Pause) 
No, you took 701 blocks ~ ••• No, you took 107 blocks." 
A second child who did not get the correct answer gave a 
series of identical responses; except, the child ended by 
saying, "No,· you took 10 7 blocks • • • • No,· you took 
1007 blocks." 
the subtraction facts one through nine was not signifi-
cantly affected by the presence or absence of the ability 
to conserve numerical quantities. The ability to do the 
subtraction facts ten through eighteen either on an 
Significantly affected by the presence or absence of 
' 








Conservation 6f numerical quantities was found to be a 
highly significant factor for children who had an 
£l?.~.£§! .. :t:i~ unders·tanding of two- and three-digit numbers 
above twenty that do not require regrouping. However, 
an .£f'_era·tiv_~. or a figu.E_~ti~ knowledge o{ subtraction at 
this level is not significantly affected by t~e ability to 
do problems of seriation or quantitative class inclusion. 
An analysis of data accumulated from the sub-
traction tests indicatei that children can learn patterns 
of thought which allow them to avoid using the concrete 
operational structures tested. Children are able to 
substitute previously learned methods of solution or use 
learned techniques of counting to solve the subtraction 
facts one throw;.)h eighi:een. If children have an £P..~_£ati~!:. 
knowledge of subtraction using bvo- and three-digit numbers 
·above twen·ty that do not require regrouping, they must 
have established the abilit.y t:o conserve numerical quan-
tities. It is not necessary to have the ability to con-
serve at this level of subtraction difficulty to solve 
purely comput.ational problems. Based ()n. the results of 
this study, it appears that logical abilities of seriation 
and quantitative class inclusion can be avoided in solving 
subtrac·tion problems both on the _s>per.a·tive and !:L_g_ura~J,v~ 
level with two- and three--digit numbers above ·twenty that 









It has been commonly recognized by teachers that ~ - -------------
children can be taught quickly by rote techniques to 
perform simple arithmetical operations. Findings in this 
stud · indicate that yo~ung children can R_...-e.,..r--"'f__.o.,_.r.._.I,..n__...s._,.i,..,.m._.Jp~l=----e ________ ~'-----
subtraction operations that involve the subtraction facts 
one through nine with a high deg-ree of 11 understanding," 
but their degree of "understanding" diminishes greatly with 
the subtraction facts ten ~hrough eighteen. (The term 
"unders-t:anding" is being used in t.he place of _£]2era'!,:i~ 
knmvledgeo) 'rhe initial success that teachers h<1ve with 
rote techniques of instruction should not be used as 
evidence to diminish the importance of the use of concrete 
materials. A one--sided textbook approach does no·t provide 
the child with the opportunity to discover important 
mathematical relations or an opportunity to use logical 
structures such as conservat:ion of numerical quantities. 
'iJhen instruct. ion is based on symbolic materia 1 
from textbooks andtl1e primary means for evaluating chil-
dren's progress is through computation tests, the major 
factor which seems to determine "learning" is the a.bilit.y 
to apply patterns of behavior that give correct answers. 
In contrast instruction which makes use of symbolic 
material as well as manipulative material allows for a 
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fuller use of the spectrum of logical abilities that a 
child may possess. 
A major implication of this study is that 
conservation of numerical quantities tasks can be used 
;:-:; 
r:-------
as a readiness test for subtraction that involves two- ~---
and three-digit numbers above twenty that do not require 
regrouping. The child 1 s failure to pass conservation of 
investigation would signal caution to the teacher. 
Teachers should allow these children to have more time 
working with simple subtraction situations. However, an 
operational performance on conservation of numerical quan-
tities tasks would imply that the child has the potential 
to perform at 3-n _£Ee.Fat:_ive level of understanding with 
two- and three-digit numbers above twenty that do not 
require regrouping. Both a computational test and a 
manipulative test of subtraction should be used to verify 
this readiness. 
Children who show by their performances on the 
conservation and subtraction tests that they are ready for 
more advanced woFk should not be pushed into working with 
two- and three--digit numbers above twenty that involve 
regrouping. Each child should be allowed time to develop 
symbolic models which can be tried in real situations and 
revised to accommodate the new facts. 
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In order to develop a broad conceptual under-
standing of subtraction children need to be given 
experiences with a large variety of manipulative materials. 
Reliance on one type of material,· such as markers, would 
tend to reinforce only one model of subtraction. Other 
' types of materials should be used to help children under-
stand the rela·tional aspects of subtraction. 
Recommendations for furi::her research 
During the course of this investigation three 
research questions surfaced which are related to the 
learning of arithmetic. They are as follows: 
1. A logical precursor to this study might have 
been an investigation of addition for children in 
grades one 1 two, and three. An assumption made 
about subtraction is that it is the inverse 
operation of addition. Theoretically, if a child 
has gained reversibility of thought, he should be 
able to subtract as well as he adds.· Would a 
similar study of addition with first, second, and 
third grade children produce statistically similar 
results'? 
2. What logical thinking abilities are significant 
for the learning Of subtraction of two- and 
three-··digit numbers that require regrouping? An 
answer to this question would help to complete 
a better undeJ~st.:anding of ho\•7 logical think":i.ng is 
related to subtraction. One of the problems 
inherent in such an investigation is the ability 
of the researcher to find ways of determining the 
child 1 s o·e~c::!_~._:r.,:::_ knmvledge of subtraction. 
3. Children have difficulty dealing with place value. 
Most of the mathematical operations that a child 
performs beyond the elementary ones require some 
knowledge of place value. How is the child's· 
logical development related to his understanding 
of place value'? 
,, 
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MANIPULA'l'IVE TESTS OF SUBTRACTION 
'l'est 1 - Part 1 
The materials used in parts 1, 2, and 3 of Test 1 
are as follows: 
1. SquaFe inch blocks all of the same color. 
2. A poster board screen. 
Orientation 
Nine blocks are placed on the table. 
A. "How many blocks are on the table?" 
1. "Pr:etend you are going to paint all of these blocks 
white. If you painted eight blocks and then ran 








Global response • 
Counts using fingers or objects to find answer. 






Test 1 - Part 2 
Orientation 
Six blocks are placed on the table in front of a 
screen. Extra blocks are placed near the child. 
He is told, 11 You may wish to use these later. 11 
A. 11 HovJ many blocks are in front of the screen? 11 
1. (Place the screen in front of the blocks and then 
reach behind the screen and bring four blocks 
around to the front of t.he screen.) "How many 
blocks are behind the screen?" 
Answer. 




Counts using fingers or objects to find 
answer. 




3. "Hould you liJce to see how many are behind the screen? 11 
{Remove the screen.) "What do you think?" 
c. 
Orientation 
Child rationalizes his response. 
Chj.ld verifies his conclusion. 
Other. 
Test 1 - Part 3 
Two sets of seven blocks are placed on the table. 
A. "How many blocks are there in each of these piles'?" 
B. "Is there the same number of blocks in each pile?" 
E} ______ _ 
1. 11 I am going to take some of the blocks from one 
of these piles and I don't want you to see how 
many I take. Close your eyes." (Take five blocks 
from one of the piles and place them behind the 
screen.) "Open your eyes. How many blocks did I 
tak.e from this pile?" 
Answer. 
2.. "HovJ do you know?" 




___ _:c__ _ _:c:_ 
!}---------------------b-;---em:tnJt·-s--~.;tb~.:J.J.g-:E-:i-J.'hJ-e-r-g-----.'7r-ebj-e-~s----ls-e---:E-ci.-Hd:-~------__c_---
answer. 




3. "Would you lik.e to see how many blocks I took?" 
(Remove the screen.) "What do you think?" 
c. 
Child rationalizes his response. 
Child verifies his conclusion._ 
Other •. 
Test 2 -- Part. 1 
The same materials used in Test 1 will again be 
used in Test 2. 
Orientation 
Eleven blocks are placed on the table. 
A, "HOH many· blocks are on the table?" 
1. 11 Pretend you are <;Joing t.o paint all of these 
blocks white. If you painted three blocks and then 
ran out of paint, how many blocks would there be 
left to paint?" 
Answer. 
2. "How do you know? 11 
a. Global response. 








Test 2 Part 2 
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Orientation 
Thirteen blocks are placed on the table in front of 
a screen. ·Extra blocks are placed near the chlld. 
He is told; "You may wish to use these later." 
A.. "How many blocks are in front of the screen?" 
_Testing.: 
1. (Place the screen·- ii1 front of the blocks and then 
reach behind the screen and bring four blocks around 
to the fron·t of the screen.) "How many blocks are 
behind ·the screen? 11 -
Answer .. 
2. 11 How do you know? 11 
3. 
- ... --... 




Global response • 
Counts using fingers or objects to find 
answer. 
Child cites a number fact that relates to 
the situation •. 
o·ther. 
"Would you like to see how many are behind the 
screen?" (Remove the screen.) "vJhat do you think? 11 
Child rationalizes his response. 






'l'est 2 -- Part 3 
Orientation 
Two sets of sixteen blocks are placed on the table. 
A. ••How many blocks are there i:ri each of these piles? 11 
B. 11 ls there the same number of blocks in each of 
these piles? 11 
1. 11 I am going to take some of the blocks from one of 
these piles and I don't want you to see how many I 
take. Close your eyes. (Take nine blocks from one 
of the piles and place them behind the screen.) 
11 0pen your eyes. How many blocks did I take from 
this pile? 11 
Answer. 




Counts using fingers or objects to find 
answer. 




3. 11 Would you like to see ho\4 many blocks I took? 11 
(Remove the screen. ) 11What do you think? 11 
' ... ~0._$ 
- . b. 
c. 
Child rationalizes his response. 
Child verifies.his.conclusion •. 
Other. 
-·--~~~-------------·------
Test 3 - Part 1 
The following materials will be used for parts 1, 
2, and 3 of Test 3. 
1. A small plastic bucket which contains the ~ 
following amounts of Diense base ten blocks: 
~--------------
a. Twenty units blocks. 
b. 'l'wen·ty 11 longs 11 (blocks containing an 
equivalent of ten units blocks). 
c. 1'wenty "flats" (blocks containing an 
equivalent of one hundred units blocks). 
2. A poster board screen. 
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3. Two spinners with digits marked in the following 
order: 1, 3, 6, 2, 5, 8, 1, 7, 4, and 9. One 
of the spinners is used to indicate the number 
of tens and ·the other spinner is used to indicate 
the number of units. 
General introduction ·to materials 
p,_., (1'he bucket of blocks are poured onto the table. ) 
"Will you help sort: ·these blocks." (Sorting is 
completed.) "We are going to play a game with these 
blocks; can you tell me how many unit blocks it 
takes ·to make a • long 1 ? " 
B. "How many 'longs' does it take to make a 'flat'? 11 
c. "If ·the uni·ts blocks are called one, what is the 
value of a 'long'? 'flat'? 11 
D. (Next, a game is played \-d.·th the blocks. ) "These 
spinners are used to play a ~arne called '500.' We 
take turns spinning this pair of spinners. On 
your turn you will receive the amount of blocks 
indicated on the spinner dials. You must change 
the wood you collect into hundreds ('flats'). If 
a mistake is made in changing smaller pieces for 
larger pieces or if an exchange is not made when one 
could be made, you will only be allowed to spin the 
'units' spinner on your next: turn, ~C'.be game ends 
\-1hen someone reaches the value of 500. The v;rinner 
of the game receives a score equal to the number of 
pieces of wood (after exchanges are made) \vhich are 
in the excess of five 1 flats.'" ('rhis game is 
played a number of times until the child is famj.liar 
with the blocks.) 
Orientation 
A. (The bucket of Diense blocks are poured onto the 
table.) "Help me sort these blocks into piles 'L~hat 
go ·toget~her." (After the task is completed.). 
"'J~hese blocks Hill b(:'! left here in case you want t:o 






B. ('J~hree "flats," 9 "longs," and 2 units are placed 
in front of the child.) "If each unit block has 
the value of one, what is the value of fhis pile 
of wood?" (If t.he child makes an error, the 
error is corrected.) 
1. "Pretend tha·t these blocks are made of ice and they 
have been left in a hot place so that 201 of the 
units cubes melt. Hovv many cubes would be left?" 
Answerc 
2 ~ "How do you know? 11 
Or ien·tation 
Global response. 
Counts using fingers or objects to find 
answer. 




'l'est: 3 - P2:.rt 2 
A. (Four "flats," 9 "longs," and 8 units a.re placed 
in fron·t of the child. A screen is placed immed--
iately behind ·the blocks.) "How many blocks are 
in front of t:he screen? 11 
•re<·i··l.· '1g 
h ... :~ ...... :.~ ... ~ 
1. (Place the screen in front of the blocks and then 
reach behind the screen and bring 2 "flats," and 
3 units around to the front of t.h.e screen.) "Hov-.' 
many blocks are behind the screen?" 




Counts using fingers or objects to fin~ 
<HlSvJer. 
c. Child cites a chain of number facts that 





3. "Would you like ·to see how many blocks I took?" 
(Remove the screen. ) "VJha t do you think?" 
c. 
Child rationalizes his response. 
Child verifies his conclusion •. 
Other. 
'l'est 3 -- Part 3 
Orientation 
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(Two sets of blocks each containing 8 "flats," 2 
r~~~~~_c_:=:::::::c_~-H-J:vrrg:s----,!-!---a-r·.ro,_8------ti-n--3~----s------a.re-13-j:--a.-e-eGl-----J~-q-f~~n-t-G-f-t..---J::l P<::::----~~~~~~~_____o~~-
child.) "HoVJ many blocks are there in each of the 
two piles?" 
B. "Is there the same number of blocks in each pile'?" 
1. "I am going to take some of the blocks from one of 
these pi.les and I don't v-1ant you to see hovJ many 
I take.· Close your eyes. 11 (Take 1 "long" and 
7 unitA from one of the piles and place them 
behind the screen~) "Open your eyes. How many 
blocks did I take from this pile?" 





Counts using fingers or objects to find 
answer. 
Child cites a relevant chain of number 
facts. 
Other. 
"Would you 1 ike to see hm-1 many blocks I ·took? 
(Remove ·the screen. ) "What do you Jchink?" 
Child rationalizes his response. 
Child verifies his conclusion. 
--·--·----------
APPENDIX C 
PIAGETIAN LOGICAL THINKING TASKS 
~~~~~--o~ie1r~~EBqL----------------------------------------------------------------------~~~-
A. (Eleven yellow blocks and fourteen blue blocks are 
placed in tv.ro horizontal rmvs o) 11Are there as 
raany yellow ones as blue ones? 11 
B. "Nake it so there are as many yello1,v ones as blue 
ones." 
c. ('rake a yellow one.) "A.re there as many yellow ones 
c:w blue ones?" (Re-turn the yellov-1 one.) "Wha·t 
about no\v?" (Con·tinue ·taking difff:'!rent amounts of 
blue and yellow blocks and rettirning them. If the 
child does not understand that the two rows are 
equivaJ.ent, do not continue testing.) 
1. (Push the blue blocks into a pile.) 
many yellow ones as blue ones now?" 
more yellow ones, mo~e blue ones, or 
same?" 
Iv1ore yelloH Iv1ore blue 
"A.re . there as 
"Are tlH·:=re 
are they the 
Same 
2. (Spread out t:he row of yellow blocks.) "Now, are 
there more yellow ones, more blue ones 1 or are 
t:hey the same? 11 
More yellov..r IVIore blue Same 
3. 




A. (Place thirteen yellow blocks in front of the child.) 
"Would you count the number of blocks I have?" (If 
the child is unable to correctly count the blocks 




1. (Spread ·the blocks out into a long row.) "Without 
counting can you tell me how many blocks there are 
now?" 
a. Does not know, must count to fj.nd out. 
b. Knows how many without counting. _____ _ 
c. o·ther. 
-----------··-------·------·~----~---~·· 
2. (Collect the blocks in·to a bunch.) "Hithout 
countir:g can you tell me hov-1 many blocks thex·e 
are now?" 
3. 
a. Does not know, must count to find out. 
--·-b. Knows how many without counting. 
c. Other. 
11 How do you know?"·-------.. ------·----
Seriation 
Or:i.enta·tion 
A. "Here are some pi.c·tures of men. 11 (Each card is 
coded with a letter of t:he alphabet. When the 
cards are placed in proper order from the biggest 
to the smallest they spell UZDPJAGETS.) "'l'his is 
the biggest: man (U). 11 (Place the card next to the 
child.) 11 TJ:J.is is the smallest man (T). 11 (Place 
the card about two feet to the right of the fi~st 
card.) 11 Here is the next biggest man (Z) and it 
goes here, and this is tb.e next smallest man (•r) 
and i:t goes here. 11 
-------
- --




1. "Arrang-e the rest of the cards from· the sm.aller 
one to the big-g-er one. Tell me when you have 
finished. 11 (When the child is finished, record 
the series below.) 
u Z T s 
Orientation 
B. (If the men have not been o.rdered correct.ly ,· mak€~ 
'J---------------""c..-.-o'-"'r,__.,r,_.e--.:c.,.,.t~-__.,i._..,o'-'-n=------b~v.:r........_...s'.'-a':...y:i.ng_,' '''l'hat ' s almost right , but 
this one is a little bigger than this one)' etc.) 
"Here are some shovels for the men. 11 (The proper 
order for these cards spell ERY'rHMOFAC when matchf~d 
with the proper man.) "The biggest shovel (E) 
belongs with the bigges·t man." (The card is placed 
under the man.) "'I'he smallest shovel (C) belongs here 
with the smallest man." 
2 .. "Arrange ·the rest: of the shovels 
the man that is the rigbt size. 
have finished." (When Jche child 
record the series below.) 
E 
so they go· wi·th 




C. (If the order is not correct, say: "'I'ha.t is 
3. 
almost right; a few of them are m.ixt-~d up.") "Watch 
what I do next." (Push the row of men closer 
together. Move the shovels to the left so that 
card (C) is to the left of man (T).) 
(Point to each man.) 
man?" 
a. Man (E} 
"Which shovel belongs to this 
b. Man (P) c. Man (G) 
,,, __ _ 
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4. (Leave the men in the correct order. Mix up the 
shovels.) "Can you find the shovel that. goes \vith 
this man?" (Point to man (I).) 
Task 1 
Child's method of solution: 
Reorders through card I 




A box containing five blue plastic spacemen and 
three white plastic spacemen is placed in frqnt of the child. 
Orien·ta·t:ion 
A. 11 What rna·terial are these spacemen made of?" (Make 
sure that the child understand::.; the quest ion.) 
B 9 11 Sort the plastic spacemen into two groups vvbich 
belonc;r togethE~r. 11 
c. "Put: all of the plastic spacemen into one g·:roup." 
1. 111\.re ·there more blue spacemen 1 more white .spacemen 1 
or are they the same?" 
More blue spacemen. --·~-~lore Nhite spacemen. 
Same. 
2. "A.re ther·e more blue spacemen, more plastic spacemen, 
or are· ·they the same?" 
More plastic spacemen. 
---·same. 
3. "Ho\v can you tell? 11 
More blue spacemen. 
----··-~·--------....... ~--..__ _ .., ___________________ . ______ ..,....,. __ ~---·. 
'I'ask 2 
In this task seventeen plastic Unifix blocks are 
used: twelve blue blocks and five yellow blocks. 
Orienta·tion 
A- "Can you sort these blocks into t\vO piles that 
belong- ·tog-e·ther·?" 
B. "What are i:he Uni.:E:i.x blocks made of? 11 (Make sure 
the child understands the blocks are made of 
plastic. 
c. "Put all of the plas·t.:i.c blocks into one group. 11 
1. "Are there more blue blocks, more plastic blocks, 
or are i:hey the same? 11 
More plastic blocks. 
···--s·'-,nl,..-" .. 
ct~. 1: .. ~ 
2. 11 Hovl can you tell? 11 




COHPUTA'I'ION TEST OF SUBTRACTION 
Publisher 1 s Data for Test 1 
I 






....:! 1 3 59 ~ r.· 6 6 40 1.6 ..L~o 
-1 87 2.6 -4 78 2.6 
2 6 58 1~6 7 9 41 1.6 
-3 90 2.6 -5 77 2.6 
- --
,__::. 3 9 55 1~6 8 3 43 1.6 
-8 88 2~6 -2 70 2.6 
-- --
4 8 64 1.6 9 7 46 1.6 
-0 88 2.6 -3 80 2.6 
5 7 56 1.6 10 7 35 1.6 
-7 86 2.6 -5 67 2.6 
I II ::r .:1.:11 i iii I ·In r:·· i1 
Publisher's Data for Test 2 
---
L 
Item Problem Per cent Grade Item Problem Perl cent Grade 
Giving Level Gi~ing Level 
Correct Co rect 
Responses Response. __ . 
I. 
1 11 74 2.6 6 15 163 2.6 
-8 83 3.6 '7 ~6 3~6 -, 2 12 70 2~6 7 14 59 2.6 
-5 86 3.6 -8 85 3.6 
--
3 13 79 2~6 8 13 63 2~6 
-9 91 3.6 -4 87 3.6 
--
4 11 69 2.6 9 13 74 2.6 
-3 86 3.6 -6 90 3.6 
5 10 88 2.6 10 16 49 2;6 




,,. :·1 .,,J' 1: ::r 
Publisher's Data for Test 3 
-- =-=---- __ I .
...J. 





l 33 42 2.6 6 . 939 ~6 2~6 
-31 78 3*6 -18 3.6 
-- ~~ 2 38 54 2*6 7 76 2.6 -25 84 .3.6 -32 3.6 
3 66 61 2~6 8 756 514 2.6 
-40 87 3.6 -148 ~: 3.6 4 30~ 45 2~6 9 647 2.6 .-L 
-201 79 3~6 -195 ~: 3.6 5 457 56 2.6 10 616 2.6 




II. I I .... 1 I 1;1.1 I 1:1: 1:: "IT 
I 
Publisher'a Data for Test 4 
-....:.-"- -----
Item Problem Per Cent Grade ·Item Problem Per~ Cent Grade Giving Level Gi 7 ing Level 
Correct Correct 
Responses Res=onses 
l 843 23 2.6 6 673 21 2.6 
-184 44 3.6 -537 52 3.6 
---
2 58 45 2c6 7 75 75 4.6 
-29 74 3.6 -49 83 5.6 
----
3 67 18 2 .. 6 8 756 75 4.6 
-38 48 3 .. 6 -148 87 5.6 
-
4 645 27 2.6 9 647 71 4.6 
-536 LI.O _,:;I 3.6 -159 80 5.6 _, ___ 
5 45 13 1. 6. 10 616 18 2.6 
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ETB/ McGraw~Hill 
Del Monte Researct1 f·1 ark, Monterey, Californi·a 93940 ·Telephone 408/373-2932 
January 31, 1973 
Harvin L. Sohns 
2125 W. Wabtut St. 
Lodi, CA 952!~0 
Dear Mr. Sohns: 
111 
Enclosed is a carbon copy of the arithmetic subtraction test items 
that I sent to you earlier Hith permission to use in a research project. 
Beside each item is recorded in red ink ·the grade levels at Hhich the 
item "1\ras presented to a national standardization sample. Beside that 
figure is the percentage of students at that grade that correctly ans1vered 
that item, 
For example, for item 1/1 in Test 1: in the national sample, 59 
percent of those children in the sixth month of grade 1 correctly answered 
the item, and 87 percent of those in the sixth month of grade 2 also 
answered :Lt correctly. 
TlH'!se test items vwre selected from cdght different tests:· from two 
levels and tv70 forms each of the California Achievement Tests ·- 1970 
edition and the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills. The first form of 
each of these series was _administered to more than 200,000 students -· 
betiveen 12,000 and 20,000 at each grade. The second form was administered 
to smaller numbers - about 1,000-3,000 for each grade to provide data 
for equating the two forms. The percentages then for ·these. items taken 
from CAT, form B, and CTBS, form R, are "estimated" national difficulties 
and are not the actual percentage of students in the "equating study." 
For the smaller group in the equating study vJe did not have a 11perfect 11 
representative sample of the nation; but by using the statistical tech-
nique of equating, we feel we succeeded very well. in presenting data for 
those forms that -vrould characterize a representative nati.onal sample. 
Hilli.am E, Kline 









TES~r I<.ETES'l' DA'rA USED TO CALCULl-\.TE R 
"' bi
. PEARSON r CORREI.ATION COEFFICIEN'l'S -
·-
-
'.. -~-........ ·-·-----·---·--- --------------
---------·· ------
Subject Grade •res·t Retest Subject: Grade 'J?est Retest 
Score Score Score Score 
_____ ,..........,.___ ___ v_,_..., ___________ 
--··-----------~-... _ .. __ ------------=~-
01 1 12 13 32 2 13 13 
02 1 11 9 33 2 14 20 
03 1 10 13 34 2 14 15 
04 1 10 12 35· 2 19 22 
05 1 9 9 36 2 13 13 
06 1 8 13 37 2 15 18 
07 1 8 8 38 3 21 27 
08 1 8 7 39 3 21 21 
09 1 8 8 40 3 21 21 '-
10 1 8 7 41 3 25 27 
11 1 7 12 42 3 23 23 
12 1 7 7 43 3 2'~ 
-· 
20 
13 1 7 5 44 3 24 25 
14 1 6 6 45 3 22 23 
15 1 6 8 46 3 27 28 
16 1 4 7 47 3 21 21 
17 1 2 2 48 3 19 27 
18 1 9 9 49 3 21 24 
19 1 7 6 50 3 20 20 
20 1 8 11 51 3 20 20 
---
21 2 lr.· _) 12 52 3 20 21 
22 2 14 17 53 3 14 15 
2 ') 
• ..J 2 12 19 54 3 20 25 
24 2 11 14 55 3 18 21 
25 2 15 21 56 3 24 28 
26 2 10 14 57 3 26 26 
27 2 10 10 58 3 28 27 
28 2 19 15 59 3 27 28 
29 2 18 19 60 3 26 2 'I 
30 2 16 17 61 3 26 25 
31 2 12 15 
___ .,..,..,. _____ .._. _ __, .... _. __ .. ___ .._.... ________ 
----·----· 
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